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Philadelphia Adopts Automatic Toll Switching
8~' B. C. BELLOWS
TfJlI J."dlili" /Jim;/tir

T
HE~O.4- crossbar toll system which
was cut into service in Philadelphia
on August '1'1, 194.1. is arranged to

complete (unneniuns from trunks from out_
ward t"l1 positions to toll lines (or outward
calls; fwm toll lines to trunks to local uffices
fur terminating calls; and frolll olle roll lillt,'
to another fur calls switched Thruugh Phila
delphia. Our ward call~, and incoming calls
from roll lines equipped for tol1·line dialing,
3re switched :Juwm:lticall\' under control of
dials or keyscTs at the originaTing end of the
trunk or roll line. Incoming calls (rom other
toll lines art: routed 10 operator positions,
and keysets at these positiom, shown in the
illusrr:niun abtn·e, contrl~ the suhs('(luenr
seuing up of the connection. All tran~mis

~ion paths Ihrough Ihc e<luipmcllt :Irc iour
wire, and lelephone repeaters: Me cur in
aUlOrnalically .....hen re<Juire<1. Another im
portant feature is the use of the lllulti-

3

frequenc)" method for the rransml~Slon of
switching: c()de~.

\\'ith this ne..... system, crossbar switches
with ~cnders and markers are used in the
sallle gcncral way as in the local ctossbar
svstem, with such I'ariations and additions
a's the handling of toll traffic requires. The
operator 1'()~iti(Jns, which supplement the
mechanical switching system for handling
terminating and through calls from toll lines
not equipped for toll-line dialing, are of the
cordless type, but cord positions arc tlse<! to
facilitate the proper handling of traffic o\'er
badly congested toll_line groups. The system
permits the use of toll-line dialing into a
city where local sen,ice is gi\'en through
panel or crolosbar offices. The \'arious tnlCS
of calls handle<! through [he ~rslem are
shown in Figure: I,

The introduction of Ihis S\'stern lea"cs the
handling of outward traffic at the same posi-
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tions at which it was formerly handled. Since
access to toll Unes is through the No. 4
equipment instead of through a manual
tandem position, however, keysets or dials
were added to those outward positions not
formerly so equipped. In handling an out:
ward call, the operator keys or dials a three
digit code to reach a toll-line group. If the
group concerned is equipped for toll-line
dialing, this code is followed by the necessary
codes to control switching equipment at a
distant office-the listed number if that of
fice is the tenninal office, preceded by a
three-digit code if another switch is required
to reach the terminal office.

On incoming traffic from toU-line4aling
groups, senders in the No. "" equipment
accept 'pulses from the distant offices, and
control the switching of the connection to
the subscriber in the Philadelphia toll center
area if the call terminates there. If the call is
to be switched to another toll line, the
senders also control the connection, and for-

ward pulses to the next office if the- toll line
selected is of the dialing type.

Incoming calls from toll lines not equipped
for toll.line dialing (ringdown or straight
forward) are automatically connected to the
cordless positions. These are equipped with
eleven rows of ten-button keys to control the
setting up of connections, and various other
keys and lamps to provide for otlier operat
ing functions. If, for example, a call cannot
be completed because the call¢ line is' busy
or does not answer, a position is connected
so that the proper oral report may be passed
to the calling operator. Lamps indicate which
report should be given. The proportion of
calls handled on these positions will decrease
as more toll-line groups are converted to
toll.line dialing in the future.

Talking paths of all connections through
the equipment are four-wire. Trunks or toll
lines which are not four.wire are converted

. to four-wire through hybrid coils before
being connected to the equipment. Gain is

OI-----(Of-----1Df--C] TO DISTANT TOLl. OFFICE

Sl.J3SCRlBERS LOCAL DSA OR ClJTWARO c:AOSSaAR
OFFICE TOl..l. IlOAAD EQVI_ENT

TRAFFIC FI'lOW .soBSCII18ERS IN PHIl.ADELPHLA TtILL CENTER I4AEA TO OTHER T(lI..L AREAS

I,,
L:J

OPERATOR POSITION
(CONNECTED TO CONTROl.

CROM8AR EQUIPIoIENT)

TRAFFIC TERMINATINiW IN PHIl.ADELPHIA TOLL CENTER MEA

• DI-----·-....,~~":=~~~T'""~OU'~"'~U'"
"""'"""""""'....

•DEQUIPMENT

I

6
OP£RATOR POSITION

(CONNECTED TO COHTAQl.
Cl'tOSS8AA tQUlPMENTJ

f~NG TRAFFIC SWITCHED ...T PHIUoDELPHLA 10 ANCmER TOLL LINE

Fig. I-Types of toll (alb handltd by tht ntUJ No. 4 crossbar JyJttm
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Fig. '2-Thr smdrr tNlframi'S arr shou:n at thr lift and the trouble indicalorfrol1li'S on llu rig'"

introduced aUlOmarically in an,- connection
requiring it through the use of switched-in
repeaters.

Where two-wire switching has been used,
incoming trunks of the four-wire type (in
cluding two-wire toll lines with terminal re
peaters) must be reduced to two-wire before
being connected to the switching equipment.
In the hybrid coil arrangement which makes
this transition is a network that should
balance the impedance of any trunk to
which connection must be made. There is a
considerable proportion of the trunks on
which it is ttOnomicallr impracticable to

make the impedance uniform such as trunks
to local offices and non-repeatered two-wire
toll lines. A compromise \'alue for the
balancing network toward such trunks lIlUSt,
therefore, be used, and the gain in the
terminal repeaters is thereby limited. With
four-wire switching, the balancing networks

5

are associated with indi\·jdual trunks wher_
ever hybrid coils are needed to permit con·
nection l>etween four_wire and two-wire
terminations. They may therefore I>e precise,
and the gain from terminal repeaters mar be
substantiallr higher.

The principal economies to be gained
from using four-wire switching come from
the fact that it permits making many trunks
or roll lines high loss by omitting terminal
repeaters or using lower grade olltside plant,
\\'hen two such lines are connected together,
repeaters are s.....itched in-a provision that
is Illuch more difficult to make wid. two-wire
switching because of the balance problems
pre\'iousl~' referred to. When such a line is
connected to a low-loss line, it is simpl)'
necessar~' to remove a pad normally used in
the luw-loss line, therebr using the extra
gain obtained front the terminal repeater.
Four_wire switching also makes it econollli-
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cally possible to bring the overall transmis
sion on switched traffit· nearer to that ob
tained when direct circuits are used.

As in local crossbar offices, automatic test
ing is provided where needed. There are two
trouble indicators. each senting a different
group of equipment. These are shown at the
right in Figure 2. When trouble occurs, these
indicators furnish a very complete r«ord of
the e<luipment concerned, and so far as prac
ticable the narure of the trouble. These are
similar to the trouble indicators provided in
local crossbar offices. A very complete srs
tem of traffic registers and meters, shown in
Figure J, is also provided. These permit
measuring the load carried by various parts
of the equipment, thus permitting proper
balance in the use of the equipment and
assuring the ability to carry maximum load
without objectionable service delays. One
meter makes a r«ord of calls waiting on the
cordless operator positions, which is valuable
in the control of proper operator assignment.

Since the estimated load is close to the
capacity of the equipment, it was not con
sidered wise to make a complete cutover :n
one time. The first cut transferred 1,,60 toll
lines and, as a result, about IOO,OCXJ calls a
day are being handled through the new
system..'\s it would have been difficult and

expensive to keep some of the old manual
through position~ and provide for switching
a call through IxJth these and the i':". ~

equipment, all toll lines carrying traffic
switched through Philadelphia were included
in the first cutover. The remaining 646 toU
lines handle onl\" terminal traffic, and are to
pointS to which the traffic volume is large
enough to make the provision of a separate
group of wlliines for the terminal traffic de
sirable and economical. These lines were CUt
over during October.

This cutover introduces the use of multi
frequency keying in handling roll traffic.
When a digit key is operated, twO of five
frequencies in the voice range are trans
mitted, and the receiver identifies the digit
from the twO frequencies recdved. Keysets
of this type were installed at the outward
positions of the twO largest outward units at
Philadelphia. They will also be used for
pulsing from Baltimore and New York to
Philadelphia when those terminal groups are
rut over. This is the fastest method for the
transmission of switching codes yet used, the
system being capable of handling ten digits
per second. As at present applied, the speed
is limited by the speed with which the oper.
awr can operate the sending keyset, which is
about tWO digits per second.

Fig. 3-Trajfic UgiItn- raointt hOUUI tquipmintJar mtllmring ojfiu traffic loadl

6
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Crossbar Toll
Switching System

By F, F. SHIPI.EY

$ll!if,llinl Enginuri"J

I N CROSSBAR switching s)'s
terns, a train of twO groups of
switching frames is employed

to interconnect incoming and out
going lines of various sorts. Omit
ting all control equipment, the
general arrangement is as indi
cated in Figure I, where the term
"lines" is u~d in its broadest
sense to include subscriber lines,
trunks to other central offices, or
toll lines. In a local central office
there art: two trains like Figurl: I.

For one of them the incoming
lines are from subscribers' stations,
and the outgoing lines arc trunks
to other offices, or [0 orner switch
ing groups. For the other [rain,
the incoming lines are mmks from
other offices, and the outgoing lines
are to subscribers' telephones.
Interoffice trunks are connected to
office~link frames for the outgoing
train and to incoming_link frames for the
incoming train and thus never appcar on
both ends of the same train.

;\. crossbar toll switching ofu differs in
general features from a local office in that
only one train is required, and in that no
direct subscriber lines are involved at all.
Both incoming and outgoing lines are toll
lines or trunks to other offices, and since the\'
may be either one-way or two-way, some wiil
appear at only one end of the train, and somc
will appear at both. A call, for example,
may come in to the crossbar toll office over
a trunk from a local office for completion
over a toll line to a distant tenter. The local
trunk must thus appear on an incoming
link frame, and the toll line on an outgoing
frame. If the toll line is a two-way trunk,
however, it may handle a call in the op
posite direction, and thus it will have to

7

appear also on the incoming frames. The
terms "incoming" and "outgoing," there
fore, do not neeessarih' refer to entire'"
different sets of trunks' but rather to t~
direction in which the call is proceeding.

Another complication of the crossbar coli
office is in the wide variet\' of trunks that
must necessaril\' be accommodated. There
is a broad divisi'on bet.....een manual and dial
trunks, but the manual may be operated
either as straight.forward* trunks or as
ring...down trunks, while dial trunks may be
designed for dial pulsing, d-c key pulsing.
or multi.frequency key pulsing, or at the
distant end they may appear at operators'
positions equipped for either call-indicatort
or call-announcert operation. :\11 these types
of trunks require different treatment

'RECORD, April, 1929, p. J2J. tRECORO, lilly, 1930,
P.515. tRECORO, hmuar}, 19.)0, p. 210.
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whether they are of the incoming type or of
the outgoing type or both.

All outgoing calls from the local area
reach the crossbar toll office either from an
outward position of a toll board or from
a DSA board. If the outgoing line desired is
of the manual type, the outward or DSA

operator will key or dial a code to cause the
crossbar toll equipment to select a trunk of

t-he-desired group, and she will then pass the
number desired to the distant operator. If
the call is to a dial trunk. the operator dials
t>cth a code to select an idle ttun k of the
group desired and also the number of the
line wanted at the distant end.

Incoming calls may be either for comple
tion in the local area or for switching to some
distant city, and either type may arrive or
require completion over a manual or dial
trunk. If the call arrives over a dial trunk
for completion in Philadelphia, the distant
operator will dial both the office code
which will guide the crossbar toll equip
ment in selecting a trunk to the proper
offiee-and the subscriber's number, which
will select the proper line in that office. If a
call arrived over a dial trunk but were for an
outgoing toll line, the operator would dial a
code to guide the crossbar toll equipment in
selecting the proper trunk, and would then
either dial the distant number wanted if the
trunk selected were o( the dial type, or would
repeat the number to the distant operator if
it were of the manual type.

If the incoming call were of the manual
type, on the other hand, regardless of
whether it ~re for a local or through con_
nection. it would be connected to a cordless
JXlsition (orming a part of the crossbar toll
office. An operator here would receive the
order from the distant office and write it up
on strip keys-the entire number if the call

l-A lTOubQr switching /rain consis!J of /teO frames
with their conn«ting links

were to be completed by dial, but only a
three-digit code to select a trunk if it were
to be completed manuaUy.

For every call passing through the cross
bar toll office, an incoming sender is can·
neeted to the calling line to assist in estab
lishing the connection. This sender associates
itself with a marker to which it passes the
three.digit code to guide the selection of an

idle trunk and the establish~

ment of a connection through
the incoming and outgoing

~1~~~ frames. If the call is to be com-

~ ~~~~~. pleted overa manual ring-downI trunk. the stnder disconneets
:II itself after the connection has

~n established through the
crossbar toll office, and the
operator at the distant end of
the incoming trunk handles
the call from then on. If the

call is to be completed over an outgoing toll
line equipped for multi-frequency pulsing,
the incoming sender, after the connection
through the crossbar toll office is established,
will send the proper pulses over the toll
line to complete the connection at the
distant end.

Had the call required completion over an
outgoing dial toll line other than of the
multi-frequency tnle. an outgoing sender
would have ~n connected to the outgoing
trunk when it was seized by the marker, and
as soon as the connection had been estab
lished through the office. the incoming
sender would have transferred to it the
digits to control the connection at the dis
tant end. The incoming sender would then
have disconnected itself, and the outgoing
sender would complete the work at the
crossbar toll office.

A block schematic for the crossbar toll
office is shown in Figu.re 2. Senders of all
types are connected to the trunks through
sender.link frames. which are under the
direction of controllers. With incoming dial
trunks, a sender-link frame connects a
sender directly to the trunk. but with
manual trunks, an operator-link frame con
nects the trunk to a cordless position with
each of which a sender is directly associated.
All the incoming senders have access to
markers through connectors, and transmit
to them the three-digit code that designates

OUT~ING

LINK

.""""
INCOMING

LINK.""'"

Fig.

8
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the group of outgoing trunks desi~d. As
determined by the particular code, the
markers operate a trunk block relay to
reach the group of trunks desired, and test
them for busy. Having selected an idle
trunk, the marker establishes a connection
to it and then disconnects itself.

After the marker has established a con~

nection through the train, the incoming
sender acts in one of three ways, depending
on the type of outgoing trunk. With a
manual ring-down trunk, it disconnects it
self Uld allows the operator at the calling
end of the trunk to pass the needed infor~

mation over the trunk. With a trunk ar_
ranged for a-e key.pulsing signals, it trans
mits the required pulses over the line in
accordance with the number -it has recorded.
With other dial trunks, it passes the number
desired at the distant end to an outgoing
sender which had connected itseH to the
trunk through a sender-link frame when the
trunk was seized. The incoming sender will
then disconnect itself, and the outgoing
sender will transmit the required pulses over
the line. Outgoing senders are also employed
when call.announcer or call-indicator pulses
are to be sent over the trunk.

As alrfady pointed out," one of the ad
*RECOlD, NootmlJtr, 1933, p. 101.

vantages of the new switching system is its
ability to connect repeaters into the cir_
cuit when required. These, also, are con
nected to the trunk through link_frames as
indicated on the diagram, and like the out
going senders, they are connected auto
matically as required.

A feature of the crossbar toll office is the
use of four-wire switching throughout. The
crossbar switches of the incoming and out
going~link frames connect four wires for the
talking circuit instead of two as do the
equivalent local frames, and the switch
board positions used for handling delayed
calls US<: {our-win:: plugs and jacks.

One of the major advantages of the new
system is the increased speed with which
calls are handled. This may be illustrated by
considering the time involved in placing
dial calls through the office. As soon as a
trunk to the crossbar toll office is seized, a
sender.link frame connects a sender to the
trunk. The time required for this operation
is less than one second, and as soon as the
sender is connected, it transmits a signal
to the calling end to indicate that dialing
rna}' begin. The operator then starts dialing
or key-pulsing the number. There will be
three digits to select a group of trunks lo
cated in the crossbar toll office, perhaps from

DIAL DIAL
>•INCOMING < OUTGOINI;;

TRUNKS > TRUNJC.S
~

......",.. """....

Fig. 'l-Block JChtmalic showing Ihe main circuil (omponmu oj Iht crossbar loll SYJItIll
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one to three digits to guide switching at an
intermediate olfie-e, alH! from four to eight
to select the office and subscriber in the rit\'
called. These PII!SCS arc sent at a rate of
about one digit per second if ther arc from
a dial, or at a rate of two digits per second
if they are being sent by key_pulsing from
the outward toll olfice in the local area,
and as soon as the incoming sender has
recorded the first three, it seizes a marker,
and transmits the three digits to it simul
taneously. The marker then operates the
block relay (or the required group of trunks,
selects an idle trunk, and makes it busy to

other markers. It then finds an idle path
through the switching train to connect the
incoming and outgoing trunks, and closes
the circuit rhrough. This has required about
one second, and after the crossbar switches
have operated, the marker disconnects itself
to Ix readv to handle another call.

When the outgoing trunk was first
selected and made busy h~' the marker, it
was automatically ('onnected to an outgoing
sender thrOllgh a sender_link frame. This

sender is connected at about the time the
marker establishes the connection through
the switching train, which-as already indi
cated-is ahout ont:: second after the threc
digit code is recorded by the incoming
sender. During this interval the incoming
sender has been recording the remaining
digits, and has not ret finished. It at once
stans transmitting them to the outgoing
sender at the rate of ten digits per second
by d-c key pulsing, and as soon as the out
going sender receives them, it relays them
over the line to drive the switches at the
distant end of the line. As soon as all digits
have been recorded and rela\"ed to the out
going sender, the incoming' sender discon
nects itself, and the outgoing sender discon
nects as soon at the last digit has been sent
over the line. All common equipment used
in establishing the connection has now been
released, leaving only the connection to be
used for conversation. With this overlapping
operation the work at the crossbar toll
office is completed in very little more time
than is required to record the digits dialed.

.... I

No. '7C tesfboard for troubar loll terminal equipment
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Senders of the Crossbar Toll System
By R. E. HERSEY
Sftliuhinr Dnelopmenl

SINCE their first development (or the
panel system, senders have been de
signed in a number o( varieties, but

their basic functions have remained un
changed. Acting as automatic operators,
they record the number transmitted to them
and send out pulses or other signals to guide
the setting up of the connection through one
or more switching (rames. Their variations
have been due largely to the type of pulses·
used (or transmitting information to them
and to the kind of pulses they send out to
contrOl the connection.

With the crossbar toll system, the situa
tion with regard to senders is much more
complicated because of the wide variety of
incoming and outgoing trunks with which
they are to be associated. The interconnec
tions that can be made by the new system
are indicated in the diagram at the head of
this article. Besides being able to handle all
the types of pulsing normally employed witn
sucn trunks, senders for the crossbar toll sys
tem must also be able to send and receive
multi-frequency pulsing, which has recently
been developed for use over various types of
toll lines. Signals coming in to a crossbar toll
office may be d·c key pulses, dial pulses,
multi-frequency pulses, Or speech from a
manual operator, while over the outgoing
trunks it may be necessary for the sender to
transmit dial pulses, multi-frequency pulses,
call·indicator pulses, revertive pulses, or to
use a caU announcer, which will transmit the
call by voice. It would have been possible to
provide one multi-class sender (or controlling

-See page 3-

"

all types of calls. By using various signals
from the different types of trunk circuits,
this sender could recognize what class of
pulsing it was about to receive. Similarly
the same sender might have been arranged
to pulse out through the outgoing circuits as
required. In spite of the advantage of being
placed in one common group, such a sender
would have been very complicated because
of the necessity of handling SO many differ
ent ty~ of both incoming and outgoing
pulses. Jt seemed more desirable to provide
several types of senders, each to handle
traffic over certain types of trunks. The
association of the senders with these various
types of ttunks and with other units of the
system is indicated in Figure I.

In all, five types of senders are provided,
three to be associated with incoming trunks
and twO with outgoing trunks. For each in
coming call, one of the incoming senders is
employed and, unless the call is to be com
pleted over a manual ttunk on either a
straight-forward or ring-down basis or over
a trunk to an office equipped to receive
multi-frequency pulsing, an outgoing sender
will also be employed. When an outgoing
sender is used, the incoming sender transfers
to it all of the digits recei.ved except the first
three, which are used by the marker to con
trol the connection within the office. Trans
fer of digits is at the rate of eight per second
by d-c key pulsing, and all incoming senders
are designed to transmit d-c key pulses,
and all outgoing senders to reeeive them.

All incoming senders are also arranged for
sending out multi-frequency pulses. This

TCI Library: www.telephonecollectors.info



tem .showing
association

.. }""'''''NO:: CIRCUlT$

"""

ST FWD RING DOWN

All of these incoming senders are arranged
for connecting to the markers, into which
they usually pass the first three digits re
ceived for use in determining and setting up
the connection to the desired outgoing
trunk. As soon as an outgoing trunk has
been chosen, an outgoing sender is at
tached except when the call is to be handled
in the straight-forward, ring-down, or multi
frequency pulsing manner.

Both of the types of outgoing senders are
arranged to receive d-c key pulses as al
ready noted, but each is arranged for send
ing out two different kinds of signals, and
which it sends will depend on a signal re
ceived from the outgoing circuit. One type
receives four or five digits, and controls the
sending of either revertive or call-indicator
pulses. Revertive pulses are used for com
pleting calls to either panel or crossbar
offices; call-indicator pulses for completing
calls to manual offices in panel areas.

The other type ofoutgoing sender receives
up to eleven digits, and either sends them
out as dial pulses for completing calls to
step-by-step systems, or connects itself to a
call announcer and controls its sending of
voice announcements - the latter being
limited to five digits.

Both the incoming and outgoing senders.
and the toll-eordless positions are associated
with the circuits they serve through sender
links, which consist of crossbar switches.
These switches are actuated by sender-link
controllers, which control the connection to
the proper type of sender.

Incoming dial senders are mounted on
OU1'GOIt.l$

FRAIolES
INCOMING

FRAlolES- ,...- c- - OR A'C 'KEY PULSING"),
~""-

KEY PlILSING '"01... 1. PANEl.

-4 ---.;; z ;>- ~$ENOER

'Ell"", "- 4"
DIAl. • r '"'" ,.~ DIAL AN~ I-- BLK.

S£NOERS

~t.lARKER
~.

CALL ...NN.

CONNECTORSW;f-- REVi:6IVEI
PIJl..SING
SENDEFIS .or

Fig. I-Block schematic ofcrossbar toll .sysPOSITION

KEYSEr &. r--- the different types of senders and their
SENDER with othcr parts of tM system

'EN
""

method will be used for pulsing over the
outgoing circuits without the aid ofoutgoing
senders whenever the terminating points are
provided with senders capable of receiving
multi-frequency pulses. At present, only two
such services are provided: completing to
local crossbar offices and to other crossbar
toll offices. Ultimately, it is possible that the·
use of outgoing senders will be completely
eliminated by the extension of the use of
multi-frequency pulsing. This, however,
may be a rather long look into the future.

While all three types of incoming senders
are thus arranged to send either d-c or multi
frequency pulses, they are each arranged for
receiving different types of signals. Dial
senders are arranged to receive dial pulses,
at the rate of either ten or twenty per
second. The receiving circuit for these
senders is similar to that of the subscriber's
senders* of the local crossbar system, and
the digits received are recorded on crossbar
switches.

Key-pulsing senders are arranged to re
ceive either d-c or multi-frequency pulses,
and are prepared for the type of signal to be
received by a signal from the incoming cir
cuit. These senders record the digits on
relays-four for each digit.

Position senders, which are the third
type of incoming senders, are really part of
the cordless positions. The operators at
these positions receive oral information re
garding the connection wanted, and then
"write-up" the proper number on locking
type strip keys, which serve as the recording
uni t for the senders.

{
..

INCOMING

CIRCUITS ==
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Fig. 'l:\-Dio/ u1/dl'r! Iwd lIIarkl''' r01l1urlorJ i1/ Ihe
Philndtlphia mmba,. 101/ oJlia

Fig. 'lB-Tf.:>o undl'r-/illk (Olt/rol/rr! nlld /hei,. ron
nulorl rompriu the btl} 01 tht righl. The primm:\'
and urondmJ' Jwi/(ha (}f a J/'m/er-/iuk frame
oaupy /u.·o Oa.V1, aJ 1h()um at the /1/ of IIII' ronlrol/rr!

F('(. 'lC-. -I p01i/ioll loull"" at the right with /he
nJJotia!<'d position ,.day 1''1Uipllli"ut {It thr 11t

Fig. '! IJ-RraioillX lIlIils for il/tOll/illg k,-y-plllsinx
JClldl,/".f are mOlmt,·tI si.\" 011 a b,ty
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·LUll.E l-N U~lIlEII.S ANI) TYPES Of SE1'DEII.S

AN"I) THEIII. E1'(;lNEEII.ED CAI'ACIT\' IN I'lIE

r)H1L,\I)ELI'HIA OFrlCE

1neoll/ing S('nt/en

_po Dial Pulsing.
27 Ker Pulsing.
3+ Cordless Position.

Olllgoil/X SOlflcrs

27 Revertive and Panel Call
Indicator

'27 Stcp_hy_Stf'Jl :Inri Call
Announcer.

Tvll Call.r
Per Illlsy /lour

'000
9000
6000

7000

7000

keyed folluwing the switching code, Thus all
fourteen digits may he used where calls are
completed through one crossbar toll office
to another switching area br way of an inter
mediate switching point.

For the Philadelphia crossbar toll office,
.senders are provided in sufficient !lumbers
to handle "\'er '200,000 calls in a ten-hour
da\'. The distribution of bus\'-hour calls for
the various types of sende~s is shown in
Tahle 1. To permit these senders to dispose
of this large number of calls, they are ar
ranged with a number of safeguards, All
senders have timing circuits to insure that
they will not be held toO long when they
have cncoumeted some kind of traffic dela~'

two bars with the marker connectors on two
adjacent bays. Four such bays of the Phila_
delphia installation arc shown in Figure 2A.
The cabinets on the left-hand bav-one of
which is shown open-house the reia~' efluip
ment for three senders, while the second bay
carries cettain miscellaneous equipment and
the two crossbar switches on which the
fourteen digits are recorded, Incoming ker
pulsing senders have their multi-frequency
receiving circuits on separate bays as shown
in Figure '21). Their relay equipment is in
cabinets on an adjacent bay. Position
senders are mounted in cabinets adjacent to
rheir associated position relay equipment as
shown in Figure '2c. Each r~'pe of outglling
sender occupies unly a single cabinet. Tile
cabinets are mounted three on a ba~' and
each ba~' may include either or both types,
Figure 3 shuws an outguing step-by-step
sender at the bottum of the bay and a re
ITrtil'e sender above it. The third scndcr on
till' h;l\' is not shown.

'['he' t~'pes of connections that incoming
and uutg;oing senders are rl'quired to contrul
arc indicared in Figure +, When the call is
cOlllpleted to an office within the local are:l
where the crossbar toll office is located,
onl\' the called-office cude and four or fi\'e
dig~ts are re{luired, since the trunks picked
cOllnect directh' to the office called, Fut a
call to another' swin'hing ;lrea, a switching
code l11u~t he diakxl <It kel'ed ahead of tht:
called office c"de and n1l1l1i'cr. Similarlv lor
a call to anothl'l' switching; area lhrouih an
intermcdiate switching p"int, "ne, tw", or
three additional digits fur use at the inter
mcdiate switching point must be dialed ur

Fig. 3 T/II'I'/' oUIXyilig lI'lId,'1'S fir,' II/ol/n/al
fJI/ fI .ril/g//' ba)', Tit,' plwlograplJ ilbmy SIIOWS fI

st/'p-by-sftp under fll lite bollOIl/ oj IIII' bay
with a rever/h'e under above
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or trouble condition. When time-out occurs
because of traffic conditions, the senders
cause a re-order flash to be returned to the
originating operator so that she may
promptly start the call again, and are then
released. When time-out occurs as a result
of trouble conditions, however, the sender is
held for maintenance attention. All senders
are equipped with a trouble lamp and a
make-busy jack. These are located on a

lamp and jack bay in the maintenance center
along with an automatic sender test frame
for testing every function of each sender.
Some types of sender troubles are auto
matically displayed on the trouble indicator.
With these maintenance facilities, the all.
important senders designed for this tele
phone system are rigidly tested to insure the
high standard of services that are obtained
with the crossbar toll system.

• • •

TERMINATING
OFFiCE

MANliAL

--§-
PANEL

---®-
CROSSBAR

-0-
STEP BY STEP

-L}-

NO. 4 TOLL• ,
:~::=i--I

" •
OOAL

" I
, ,

1- KP
, , ,
0 '--

'R 0

\0
NAN
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A~OLL • SWITCHI~

""'"'"SWITCH- J"'''0 I 0 ,._--
MANUAL

-§-
PANEL

~~
OIAl.. ZERO} ~

OR 211 ~

STEP BY STEP

-0-

ORIGINATING
OFFICE

NUMSERS ON THE LINES INOICATE THE MAXltolUM NUMSER OF
OIGITS TRANSMITTEO

Fig. 'l-SchemattC repreuntatioe oj tlu types oj calIJ handled by the croubar toll office
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Maintenance Center for the Crossbar
Toll System

H,' C. Y. T ..\l'I.I'\'

$<I;;I(/""l Dnr!op.'''t

X
~AR.\IS and other indiCations of

trouble in the automatic switching
cquipmen t of the crossbar toll system

are received at the maintenance center
shown in the photograph at the head of this
:trticle. Here is the major testing equipment
and here also are the facilities (or removing
the more important circuits from service.
From this point, the maintenance of the
switching equipment is directed. The testing
and operation of the toll lines are directed
from a different point.

The need of a maintenance center for auto
matiC switching cCJuipment has developed
with thc increase in the use of rclati\'clv
small group,,; of high usage common circuit~,
such as senders and markers. In offices of

,6

the step-by-step type, each switch has, in
general, the same importance as every other
~witch, and there is relativelv small need
for concentrating the alarm' indications,
testing equipment, or the direction of main
tenance activit~·. With the ad\-ent of panel_
type central offices employing senders, the
automatic sender test fmme, facilities for
taking senders OUt of servia:, and a floor
alarm frame were usuallv located near the
chief switchman's or wir~ chiefs desk. This
point thus became to a large degree a main_
tenance center, although it was nOt recog
nized as such, since generall)' other auto·
matic testing C(luipment and facilities for
removing equipment from service were not
located at this point.
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In crossbar offices, the introduction of
markers. and the provision of terminating
senders have, of course, increased the use
and importance of high.usage common cir
cuits. The markers, which do the actual
work of setting up the connections, are
required to operate with many other cir
cuits, and consequently a fault in any of
these circuits may cause failures of markers
to complete their functions. Under such con
ditions, the circuits cannot be held while
the cause of the failure is determined, since
this procedure would in most cases interfere
with service. To provide promptly as much
information liS possible concerning II failure
and to release the circuits involved, the
markers were arranged to call in a trouble
indicator whenever their work could not be
completed in a prescribed interval of time.
Upon being attached to a marker, the
trouble indicator displays on lamps perti
nent information which the maintenance
people can use in locating the difficulty.

Since a condition causing marker failure
could occur in any of several circuits, an
analysis of one or more trouble indicator
displays might indicate the desirability of
making tests of senders, markers, or other
circuits, or of removing·such circuits from
service. To carryon the maintenance work
efficiently, therefore, it was found necessary
to locate at one point all test frames, trouble
indicators, facilities for removing the com
mon circuits from service, communication
facilities, and maintenance information.

At Philadelphia, maintenance facilities
consist of a sender test frame, a sender
make-busy frame, a trouble indicator frame.
an outgoing-trunk test frame and an out
going-trunk make-busy frame, all located in
one line. In front of these frames is the chief
switchman's desk; and at one side are filing
cabinets containing circuit schematic and
wiring drawings. circuit descriptions, Bell
System Practices applying to the circuits
and apparatus used in the office, and various
records that are needed.

The sender test frame requires three bays
of apparatus. It has a large job to do, since
it is used to test both incoming and outgoing
senders. It tests and progresses automati
cally from sender to sender until all senders
of a particular type have been tested. Pro
vision is made for controlling the operation

of the test frame in various ways by features
similar to those used for sender test frames
in local crossbar offices.

To the right of the sender test frame is the
single bay comprising the sender make-busy
frame. Its main function is to provide a lo
cation for the jacks used for removing
senders from service, and for the keys used
to control the feature that automatically
releases the sender if it fails to complete its
functions within a certain time.

To enable the maintenance people to
communicate with other points within the
building, and also with other central offices.
communication minks and official telephone
lines are provided on the sender make-busy
frame together with a telephone circuit and a
dial. These facilities also appear at the out
going-trunk test frame and the chief switch.
man's desk. Some additional lamps and keys,
and also registers for recording the number
of certain types of failures such as stuck
senders, are grouped together and are lo
cated on the sender make-busy frame.

The two-bay structure next to the right is
the trouble indicator frame, which accommo
dates the apparatus of two trouble indicator
circuits: the marker trouble indicator and
the controller trouble indicator. These facil
ities are similar, except for details, to the
corresponding trouble indicators in local
crossbar offices.

Jacks for taking the markers out of service
are located on the trouble indicator frame.
With them, the markers can be either com
pletely removed from service or made busy
to certain marker connectors. Lamps are also
provided to indicate the particular marker
and the circuits used by it in setting up each
connection. These light only while the con
nection is being established.

The outgoing-trunk test frame requires
only a single bay, and is used principally for
testing the outgoing toll-switching trunks.
This frame is somewhat similar to the in
coming-trunk test (rame used in crossbar
offices in that it can automatically select
trunks one after another and test them by
directing a test call to a suitable test number
in the terminating central office. The test
frame is operated manually for some of its
tests of toll-switc~ing trunks and also when
testing some other trunks such as those that
are used by the operators.

17
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Last in the line is the outgoing-trunk
make-busy frame, which is provided as a
concentrating point for the jacks used to
take the toll_switching and miscellaneous
trunks out of service.

The work at the maintenance center
covers responding to alarms, making tests,
and following up trouble reports or requests
for assistance.

The activity involved in responding to
alarms includes chiefly investigating trouble
indicator indications, alarms caused by
stuck senders and by various other circuits
whenever they do not perform their func
tions in a prescribed time interval, and
alarms indicating blown fuses.

Trouble indicator indications are extreme
ly important. The marker trouble indicator,
for example. can be called in by trouble con
ditions in different circuits such as senders,
marker connectors, incoming-frame circuits,
and outgoing-frame circuits. Whenever the
trouble indicator is called in, lamps indicate
the circuits involved in the connection. the
point at which the progress of the connection
was stopped, and in some instances the
actual trouble. In many cases, however, a
single indication does not provide sufficient
information, since, as pointed out previously,
an)' one of several circuits may be respon
sible. As each indication appears, therefore,
a record is made of the lamp display on a
form provided for the purpo.se, after which
the trouble indicator is restored. to wait for
the next failure. If the trouble persists, an
analysis of a number of records will indicate
its most likely location.

A .sender which is unable to complete its
functions will either release automatically
or cause an alarm and light the associated
lamp at the sender make-busy frame. The
action of the sender in this respect is deter
mined by the position of the key associated
with the sender. If the traffic is heavy, so
that all senders are required for handling
calls, or if the maintenance force is very
busy, the sender keys are set so as to cause
the senders to be released. At other times.
however, the keys can be set so as to hold
senders that fail. Assuming that a stuck
sender condition is to be investigated. the
sender circuit is first examined to determine
where the progress is stopped. If the sender
does not appear to be at fault, the connection

18

is traced to identify the circuits involved and,
if possible, to locate the cause for the block_
ing of the call.

Alarms such as those indicating that other
circuits have failed to complete their func
tions, or that a fuse has blown. are also fol
lowed up from the maintenance center.

Although the testing equipment at the
maintenance center is often used for locating
trouble conditions known to have caused
circuit failures, a major function of this
equipment is to make routine tests on a
scheduled basis. It is for this purpose that
the sender and outgoing-trunk test frame
are arranged to test the circuits automatical1y
one after another without attention until a
trouble condition is encountered. The sched
ules for these tests are so arranged that all
features of the circuits will be tested peri
odically, the high usage features receiving.
in general, the most frequent tests. By
making tests on a routine basis, irregular
conditions are uncovered and corrected be
fore they can seriously affect service.

Tests actually carried out at the mainte
nance center cover only the senders, markers,
and outgoing toll-switching trunks. Tests
and inspections of various other parts of the
equipment are, of course, also necessary, and
these are scheduled as required.

I~ addition to the irregularities disclosed
by the trouble indicators and alarms. and by
the various tests, reports of trouble are
received. from other sources such as the
Traffic Department. the toll test board, and
other local and toll offices. An investigation
is made of these reports, and the trouble is
cleared if it is in the crossbar toll office. If it
appears to be caused outside of the crossbar
toll office, the trunks to other offices will be
tested, but the removal of the trouble will
be handled by other groups. When failures
occur on trunk cables, or when a rearrange
ment of tronking facilities is made, frequent
requests for making trunks busy and for re
storing trunks to service are handled at the
outgoing-trunk test frame.

Administration of the maintenance of the
equipment is carried on to a large extent by
the chief switchman. In addition to the
genera! su~rvision of the work, he fre
quently takes an active part in the analysis
of trouble indications, and in directing the
correction of such conditions.
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Call Distribution to Crossbar Toll Operators
8y F. A. Plr.RSO~S

Sa:j'~1ti1l1 u:inuri"l

I N THE new crossbar toll offict:, calls
coming in over manual trunks are auto
maticall" routed to a cordless switch

oo3rd whe~e operators set up the connec
tion through the switching train by "writing
up" the proper code on keys. In an)' such
s~'stem. the general problem is [0 arrange
the distributing circuits so that an idle
operator can be promptly found and con
nected to the trunk regardless of the number
of positions oCCllpied at the time. On the
other hand, the number of positions pro
vided for any particular office and the
number of them occupied for an~' existing
load must be kept as small as practicable in
order to avoid excessive operating and
equipment costs.

Analysis shows that operating efficiency
increases with the size of the group of
operators, and thus the greatest operating
efficienq- is secured if all the trunks can be
given access to all the positions. The amount
of equipment necessary to give this uni
versal interconnection becomes excessive,
however, and economy frequently makes it
necessary to divide the operators into
groups, each group serving a portion of the

19

incoming trunks. Although maximum effi
ciencl" is not secured when this is done, it
can be approached fairl)T closely since the
increase in efficiency tapers oR" as the groups
beco~e larger, while the cost of the equip
ment Increases.

In the past, call distribution has been ac
complished by using step-by-step, panel, or
rotaq' switches, and the results have been
very ·satisfactory. I\"one of these methods
could be readily adapted to the new toll
office, however, because of the large number
of leads per trunk that must be handled.
Because of the exigencies of toll switching,
a simple tap connection to the trunks is not
adequate; the incoming trunk for a brief
interval of the switching period must be
carried to the switchboard and then back to
the toll switching train, thus forming a loop.
Because of the use of four-wire switching,
moreover, and ofother factors of the crossbar
toll system, these operator loops each re
quire sixteen leads, and this large number of
leads cannOt easilr be obtained with any of
the types of switches formerly used. In the
crossbar toll office, therefore, crossbar link
frames are used to distribute the calls to the
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operators. Since the crossbar switches make
six contacts at each crosspoint, the required
sixteen leads are secured by using three
crosspoints (or each loop.

An extensive study of all factors involved
led to the decision to use a group of forty
operators as a maximum, and to give as
many trunks access to this group as are
needed for a suitable load. Ten-by-ten
crossbar switches are used in a primary and
secondary arrangement for the operator
link (rames according to the usual crossbar
practice. Since three switching elements are
required for each operator's loop, three
10 x 10 switches wi\! handle ten loops, and
thus twelve secondary switches will handle
forty operator loops connected to the hori
zontal elements. Since the switches also have
ten vertical units, there will be the same
number of links from the primary switches
as there are loops, and a total of twelve
primary switches will also be required for
each frame.

In the usual crossbar frame, links run
from all primary switches to all secondary
switches, but the operator link frame is split
in two, forming an A half and a B half,
and the interconnection of primaries and
secondaries applies only within each half.
The incoming ·trunks are connected to the
horizontals of the A primary switches, but
each trunk is also multipled to a primary of
the B switches, and thus a single group of
trunks is served by both A and B halves of

the link frames, and thus have access to all
forty loops. Because of the splitting of the
frame into two halves, only one half is
needed to illustrate the arrangement of
trunks, links, and loops. This arrangement
is shown in Figure I, where the six secondary
switches of the half shown are at the right,
and the upper and lower of the six primary
switches are at the left. The lower three
secondary switches supply the sixteen con
ductors for each of ten loops, and the three
up~r, for another ten loops, and thus each
half frame supplies twenty loops.

Each primary switch is split so as to form
five units, each with ten horizontals and two
verticals, and thus the six primary switches
of each half frame provide thirty such two
by-ten units. Again because of the sixteen
leads required, three of the two-by-ten
units are used for each loop, and thus the
thirty units provide for one hundred trunks
-ten for each group of three two.by-ten
units. The three cwo-by-five units for each
set of ten trunks may not all be on the same
switch; twO of them may be on one and one
on the switch above or below it.

In Figure I, each line represents six wires,
the number that can be handled by each
crosspoint of the crossbar switches. If one
line is allowed to represent all sixteen wires,
the interconnections for a complete frame
would be as indicated in Figure 2.. Here, one
ten-by.ten secondary switch represents three
on the actual frames, and each two-by.ten

'"•• OPERATOR:
__ LOOP 000

'"• OPER"TOR
• LOOP NO.IO

'"

Ie WIllESIe WIRES

···
} ,<ltn' • • • "--1& WI
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" " .. " .. , • , • , •
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PSI TO

" ,.. ItiWIRES..,.,
" '~H

trtr • • ••
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Fig. r-one-halj of operatar fink frame. Each line represents six wires, the number that can be
handled by each crosspoint oj the crossbar switches
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Pig. 2-]nJercon11(ctious for a compleu operator liukframe

Fig. J-Temporary multipling arrangements using the key
frame system are shown by the dashed lines. This multipling

is removed when additional loops are required
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three frames, all the No. 1
loops to another and aU the
No. z loops to the third. These
three frames are called key-
frames, and are numbered OJ

I, and :1 to correspond to the
numbers of the loops they
serve. Since forty operatoC!
can handle calls from more
than three hundred trunks,
other frames arc added as
needed. The horizontal termi.
nals of the secondary switches
of each added frame are rnulti
pled to one of the key-frames.
but each of the additional
frames serves a different group
of one hundred trunks.

The use of key-frames per
mits a large part of the cabling
to be run in permanently re
gardless of the number of

trunks or of the number of positions that
are actually occupied. When the maximum
number of positions required is less than
forty-only thirty-two are used for the
Philadelphia installation-those secondary
terminals of the key-frames that have no
operator loops are multipled to terminals of
one of the other key-frames that have a loop
to an occupied position. This multipling is
temporary, but it is needed only on the key-
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nnnn I"";:-
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·
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element of the primary switches represents
three such switch elements on the actual
operator link frame.

Such an arrangement gives one hundred
trunks access to forty operator loops. Each
operator's position, however, is served by
three loops. This is done to permit an oper
ator to be receiving a new call while the one
she has just handled is being completed by
her sender, or while she is holding a con
nection to one call that may
require attention later. When
the operator is actually en
gaged in handling a call, her
three loops will be made busy,
but one or two loops may be
held for later attention with
out making the others busy.

With three loops to each of
forty positions, there are one
hundred-twenty loops in all.
To provide this number of
loops, three frames like that
indicated in Figure 2 are re
quired, and since each frame
provides for one hundred
trunks, a tOtal of three hundred
trunks is given access to forty
positions. The three loops to
each position are marked 0, I,

and 2, and all the No. 0 loops
are connected to one of the
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frames because each additional frame is per~

manently multi pled to one of the key
frames. This temporary multipling is indi
cated by the dashed lines on Figure 3 which
show the general scheme of ke~'-frames.

Should these unoccupied positions later be
filled, it is necessary only to remove the
temporary multipling, and run the addi
tional loops to the positiuns to which they
have been assigned.

Forty operator positions will probably be
sufficient for most of the toll crossbar instal
lations. Some of the very large cities, how
ever, may require more than forty positions,
and to pro\'ide for them, a second arrange
ment has been devised that will handle a
maximum of eighty positions. This is the ar~

rangement provided at Philadelphia, (or

although there are onl)' thirty-two positions
at the present time, it is expected that the
number will soon be greater than forty.
The general scheme of arrangement for the
eighty-position unit is similar to that for the
fony. but six key-frames are used instead of
three. These key-frames are di\'ided into
three odd and three even (rames. The
former handle the odd switchboard positions
and the latter, the e\'en. Thus, the (orty
odd positions of the board-positions t, 3, 5,
through 77, 79-will be served by the three
key.(rames Nos. I, 3, and 5, while the fony
even positions-2, 4, 6 through 78, 80-will
lx: served by the three key-frames Nos. 0, 2,
and 4. In this way, a doubling in size is pos
sible without any radical difference in the
general arrangement.-.

Power rquipme1llJor croubar loll ill Philadl·lphia
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Loop Assignment and Selecting Order

for Crossbar Toll Switching
By F. A. PARSONS
S"'ikJt.i1f1 Enzinetrinl
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solved by devising a satisfactory distribu
tion o{ the forty loops on one key-frame.
This arrangement can then be permuted on
the other key-frames to insure that the three
loops to one position do not appear on the
A or B switches of all thrce frames, and so
that the order of selecting loops on the three
frames will be different. The problem is thus
narrowed down to that of arranging the
locations of the loops on the frame and to
the method of selecting idle positions.

The many factors that must be considered
in the solution of these problems may be
divided into two groups; one is concerned
with arranging the loops so that all occupied
positions are equally available to all trunks,
even when the A or B halves of the frames
are not in service; the other is concerned
with arranging a selecting procedure chat
will not tend to select some loops oftener
than ochers, and that will not require a~
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I N THE crossbar toll switching system,
operators are required to handle calls
corning in over manual trunks. Such

calls are distributed automatically by cross
bar link (rames and controllers as alread)'
described.* The arrangements will accom~

modate a maximum of either forty or eighty
operator positions. depending on the amount
of manual traffic. Besides the provisions
described in the earlier article, it is necessary
to assign the operator loops to levels on the
link (rames, and to arrange the order in
which idle loops are selected by the con
troller, so that during light.load periods,
when only a few positions are occupied. all
trunks will be able to reach those panicuJar
positions regardless of where they are; and
$0 that calls do not tend to select some posi
tions more frequently than others.

Another condition placed on the assign*
ment of loops arises from the division of the
frames into A and B halves. One
of the reasons for this division
was to permit half of a {rame or
a half of all the {rames to be re*
moved from service for main_
tenance. Since all trunks are
multipled to both A and B
primary switches, no tronks
are denied access to loops when
half of every frame is removed
from service. The assignment of
loops to the frame must take
this possibility into considera_
tion, h.owever, so that when
half of each frame is removed
from service, all the calls will
still be distributed uniformly
among the positions.

Since each position has three
loops, each of which is con
nected to a different one of the
three key-frames, the major
part· of the problem can be
~~~9.
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preciably longer time in finding idle loops
under some conditions than under others.
These two problems, although different, are
interrelated, and cannot be considered en
tirely independently.

In considering the loop selection, it will
be simpler to refer to the single-line diagram
of Figure t. where each line represents six
teen wires, and where each switch element
represents three elements on the actual
frame. The one hundred incoming trunks
are connected to the four primary switches,
and the forty loops are distributed among
the four secondary switches. At the A
primary to which it is connected, each trunk
has access over two links to the twenty loops
connected to the A secondaries, and at the
B primary it has access over two links to
the twenty loops connected to the B secon
daries. Each trunk thus has access over four
links to all the loops. The four links available
to any_one trunk, however. are also available
to nine others, and thus one or more of them
may be busy when a particular call comes in.
The selecting circuit thus must locate the
idle loops and select some one of them that is

TABLE I-SWITCH HOlUZONTALS INCLUDED

IN UPPER AND LoWER TESTS

Tut Lou".,. Tut Uppn- Test

A1-<> At-5

A
At_I AI-6
Al_~ AJ-7
AI-J At-8

AI-4 At-9

B
A.-<> A2-j
A2-1 A2-6
A~_~ A2-)

A~-J A2-8

C A2-4 A2-9
BI-<> 81-5
81-1 B,-6

8t_2 8J-7

D 8t-J BI-8
81-4 81-9
B2-<> B2-5
82-t B2-6

E
B2-. B2-)
B2-3 82-8
82-4 B2-9

accessible tooneof the idle links to which the
calling trunk has access.

In testing loops, the controller circuit
tests half of the loops at one time, and if all
of these that can be reached with a suitable
idle link are busy, it then tests the other
half. To distribute each half of the loops
tested evenly over all the switches. one-half

•

Fig. ~-By Itlting equally Jpaud radii oj a
cirde repreunt the five tuting groups, the
pouible variations in tt.sting uqUtnct may be
determined hy heginning at diffrrmt radii and
prooiding in eithrr a docltwiu or· counter-

docltftJiu solution

of them are connected to the horizontals 0-4
inclusive of all the four secondary switches,
and the other half are connected to the hori_
zontals 5'"9 of all the switches. The former is
called the lower half and the latter, the
upper. They are indicated by the letters L

and u on the horizontals of the secondary
switches of Figure I.

In a single operation the controller de
termines all the loops of the half tested that
are idle, and by matching these against the
links, it also knows which of them are ac
cessible to the calling trunk. In the. general
case, however. there will be more than one
available idle loop, and in the extreme case
there may be twenty. It is desirable, there
fore, to establish some order in which the
controller makes its sdection.

For this purpose, five test groups are
established and they are designated groups
A.E, inclusive. Since there are twenty loops
tested at a time, each test group includes
four. The horizontals included in these five
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Fig. 3-Fitle o~jecJS may ~e arranged in hDeltle
dijfermJ circular orders

dent by indicating the five groups as .five
points equally spaced around the circum.
(erence of a circle as shown in Figure 2. The
controllers that make their selections in one
dire<:tion. say clockwise rotation in F.igure 2.

will-depending on the starting point
select levels (rom groups in the five orders
ABCDE. BCDEA, CDEAB, DEAse, and EASCD.

The other half of the controllers will select
in the counterclockwise rotation, and thus
will use the five orders EDCB..... DCBAE.

CBA£D. BAEDC. and AEDCI.

Altogether there are twelve different cir
cular orden in which five objects may be
arranged. These are shown in Figure 3. By
assigning the loops in different orders on the
th~ key-frames. the three loops for each
position are selected according to different
circular orders of the five testing groups.

groups for both uppers and lowers are given
in Table I. Here, A t-o, for example, repre
sents the 0 level of the No. I switch of the
A half frame while 81-6 represents the No.6
le--.rel of the No.2 switch of the B half frame.
The controller is arranged to select the first
idle loop beginning with the first level of
some one of the five test groups. If it begins
testing in a lower half. and finds no idle com
bination of loop and link, it releases its lower
test relay, operates its upper test relay, and
proceeds to select in the same order in the
upper half. If no loop is found, it continueS
testing upper and lower halves alternately
until it times out. This disconnects the con
troller. and the link frame will seize another
controller. As a result a new testing cycle
will be begun.

The order or arrangement of the five
groups could be that listed in Table I. be
ginning at the top and running down. or it
could begin with group C (A'1-3). and pro
ceed down through groups c, D. £ and then
back to A and B, or it could be made any
other order of the five groups. Each time it
is seized by a link frame. the controller
makes a double shift in the testing order: it
shifts from lower to upper or vice versa, and
moves ahead one test group. If it started
testing for one call in group c, for example, it
would start for the next call with group D,

and if the loop it found for the first call were
in a lower half, it would begin testing for the
next call in an upper half. Thus if it started
testing for one call in group c and found a
loop in a lower half, it would start testing
for the next call in upper D. Since it is the
first idle level following the beginning point
that is selected, this rotation of the starting
point destroys any systematic tendency to
select certain levels so far as the levels of
different groups are concerned. Within each
group. of course. there is a tendency to select
levels at the beginning of the group, but this
is avoided partly by assigning the three loops
of each position to different levels on their
respective key frames, as described later,
and partly by having half of the controllers
test in one direetion and half in the other.

The variations in selection brought about
by five different beginning points for the
selection. and by arranging half of the con
trollers to select in one direction and the
other half in the other, are made more evi_
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Fir. 4-Di/tribu/;on tmploytd for /ht uro /tty-frame

•."

tions. This is taken into con.
siderati.on in a:s!gning loops
to various positions on the
.switches, since as long as no
three adjacent positions are
all on the A or B halves. no
position can be inaccessible
bei:ause either the A or B
halves are out of service. It is
necessary also to consider p0s
sible systematic groupings of
the operators when the board
is only partly occupied, 50

that no such distribution of
the operators will result in
their all being reached through
A or B switches or all through
upper or lower levels. Because
of these various conditions, no
completely systematic distri
bution of the loops will serve.

The distribution actually
employed for the zero key
frame is shown by the Quter
circle of numbers of Figure 4,
which shows the complete

selecting possibilities for the zero key
frame. The central arrow represents the ac_
tion of the various controllers, which can
start the test at any of ~be ten points indi
cated. and can proceed in either clockwise
or counter-clockwise rotation. Letters in the
circle just beyond the arrow upresent the
various test groups. thus AU stands for the
upper level of the A test group. while CL

represents the lower levels of the C test
group. Designations in the next circle.repre
sent the switch levels. The dotted numbers
in the outer circle indicate the operators'
positions connected to these levels.

Equivalent wheels for the other two ke}'
frames would be similar, but would differ in
the assignment of loops to switch levels. By
these means calls are uniformly distributed
over the occupied positions regardless of
which ones they au. Hunting time is
equalized for all normal conditions. and the
removal of the A or B switches in this system
has no effect except to reduce the number of
loops that au available.

"'1-0 0

c ~-,y "'''''''''''' \,- • o /-<

•"

Since for each cirrular order. there are in
turn ten actual orders of test---one each for
the nve different starting points in two direc
tions of rotation-loops are selected in thirty
different orders altogethC'r.

These provisions for variations in loop
selection at various frames and with various
controllers avoid any systematic tendency
to select some loops oftener than others. It
is still necessary, however. to connect the
loops to the switches in such a way that with
the A or B halves of all frames out of service,
all positions will be accessible, and when only
a few positions of the board are occupied.
these positions will still be accessible to all
trunks without abnormal delays in locating
an idle position because of too frequent
switching from uppers to lowers or vice versa.

The position circuits of the switchboard
are arranged so that the operator at any
position can "group" with her position.
the positions on each side of her. When
she does this. she automatically m::eives
calls incoming to three adjacent posi_

.6
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Markers for the
Crossbar

Toll System
By O. MYERS

Sriu";"K lkulopmrlll

T HE function of a
marker is to lind an
outgoing line or [funk

conforming to a code trans·
mitted to it by a sender, and
then to find and establish an
idle path through a train of
tWO crossbar frames to this
line from the incoming trunk
whose position is indicated to
the marker through the sender.
In the local crossbar· system
there art always two such
trains: a district link and of
fice link frame at the originat.
ing office, and an incoming and
line link frame at the termi·
naring office. Since the group
ing of the trunks and links
on the office link frame differs
(rom that of the lines and
links on the line link frames,
marker operation for the twO
trains is different, and twO

types of markers-originating
and terminating-are employed. In the
NO.4 toll office only one train of switches
is involved in anyone call, and the markers
employed resemble the originating markers
in some respects and the terminating
markers in others. Besides these functions
it has in common with local markers, the
toll marker has certain additional ones re
quired by toll traffic. The apparatus with
which it is associated and the major paths
over which it operates are indicated in
Figure 1.

After a sender has recorded the code for
the desired trunk group, it seizes a marker
through a relay connector, and transmits
the code to it. The marker performs its

·RECOILO, FtWury. 1939, p. 173.

work in a number of sllccessive stages. It
records the code transmitted I", the sender,
and then operates a tTunk-bloc"k rela)' asso
ciated with the desired group of trunks. It
then tests these trunks to find an idle one.
Having found an idle trunk, it seizes the
outgoing frame to which this trunk is con
nected, and then seizes the incoming frame
to which the incoming trunk is connected.
On gaining access to these two frames, it
finds an idle path thrO\lgh them, and then
establishes the connection. It then notifies
the sender of this fact, and asks for release.
Had it encountered trouble in the course of
this work, it would have momentarih' con
nected itself to a trouble indicator, and
informed it of the type and approximate 10-
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I-Block schematic for croJJbar toll train showing paths of
control and aJJociation for the markers

,8

=-===-::-: :--z--_.. ~..--_...
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service trunks to special operators such as
information; or they may be TX trunks,
which run to switchboards where operators
handle calls that cannot be completed at the
time, generally because all trunks are busy
or-on a person-to-person call-because the
called person is not available. Moreover, the
codes for toll trunks may have either three
or four digits-three digits being used when
it is not expected that there will be more
than 469 toll codes, and four digits when
there are more than this number. Similarly,
there are three possible types of codes for TX

trunks depending on the size of the office.
A one-digit TX code is used when there are
not more than 9 TX positions; a two-digit
code, when there are from 10 to 90; and a
three-digit code when there are more than
90 TX positions.

In anyone marker, however, only one
type of TX code will be used, but a marker
may handle both three-digit and four-digit
intertoll codes. All TX codes have a prefixed
I I to indicate the nature of the 1,2, or 3
digit code that follows, and the first digit of
the four-digit toll codes is a prefixed 0 to
differentiate it from the three-digit codes.

Actually, the marker itself records three

..._-
~ .._-, .._--
~ ..-.._-
~ .._--

cation of the trouble, and would then have
signalled the sender to make a second at
tempt to complete the call by means of
using a different marker.

With the NO.4 toll office, two different
arrangements of frames are possible de
pending on the size of the office. In the
simpler arrangement, all the switch frames
form part of a single train. Both outgoing
toll lines and trunks to local offices tenni
nate on the secondary switches of the out
going frames, and the same group of com
mon equipment handles the traffic for both.
Where t.he traffic is greater than can eco
nomically be handled by a single group of
outgoing frames, two trains are provided:
one for connecting to outgoing toll lines,
and one for connecting to trunks to local
offices. The markers will vary slightly de
pending on whether one or two trains are
employed. With one train, "combined"
markers are used, and these must be able to
handle any type of call. When two trains
are used, "intertoll" markers are used for
the train completing calls to outgoing toll
lines, and "toll completing" markers are
used for the train completing calls to local
offices. The Philadelphia installation is of
the two-train type,
but the operating fea
tures differ in onlv a
few details from 'the
markers of the "single
train" system.

One of the unusual
features of the toll
marker is the large
variety of codes that
it must be able to
record and act upon.
The oiltgoing trunks
to which it may be re
quired to make con
nections may be di.
vided into four major
types depending on
their destination.
They may run to local
central offices in the
area in which the
crossbar toll office is
located; they may be
toll lines to distant Fig,
cities; they may be
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size of the trunk groups, and in !l;Qll1e
cases upon the nature of th~ incom
ing and outgoing trunks. Thus for a
single destination there may be one
set of route relays for terminal-grade
toll lines, and another set for via+grade
lines, or there may be one rome relay
for trunks capable of switching in re
peaters, and another for high.loss trunks
not arranged for switching in repeaters.

Each route relay has twelve con
tacts, ten of which are cross·connectable
to permit the variations required by the
route. The cross+connecting arrange-

mOTHER ments are similar to those of the origi.
0NNtCT0flS nating marker. Some of these contacts

operate the desired trunk-block: relay
and indicate the trunks that should be
tested. One contact operates one of a
group of class relays, which in turn oper.
ates relays in the sender to condition it to
fit the call in progress. Another contact
tells the marker one or more of the fol

lowing facts about the outgoing trunk group:
that it has facilities for switching in a re
peater; that it is high loss but cannot switch
in a repeater; that it connects to equipment
arranged to receive a·c key pulses; or that the
trunk group is provided with overflow
trunks. These overflow trunks return a flash
ing signal to the originating operator to indi
cate all trunks are busy, and when a trunk
becomes idle the rate of flashing is changed.
This preventS operators from making useless
attempts to complete calls when all trunks
are busy. Other contacts on the route relay
are used to operate a peg-count register for
traffic studies, to operate a succeeding route
relay when all rrunks controlled by the first
relay are busy, or to perform other required
functions.

The trunk block connector operated by the
route relay gives access to ten block relays
each serving fony trunks! and leads from
the route relay indicate the particular block
relay required and the position of the de
sired trunk group on that relay. The trunk
block connectors. to which all the markers
have access, are provided with lock.out cir
cuits to prevent more than one marker from
seizing them at the same time.

While the marker is operating the route
relay, a group of three frequencies received
from the incoming frame over a lead

000 FRAME

... .
WAAKERS

EV£N FRA/oilE

I - I
''''"' ,..... ,-,

CONNECT_ COO<"'" CONNECTIHEi

"""'" """"'" ""''''
! !......... ........

"""""". ......"'"""' ......... "'" ........CUT· ... R£1.ATS cut-1M R£UTS

--..,

digits for all codes. The prefixed digits indi
cating the type of code, such as the 0 for
four-digit codes and the 'I for TX codes, are
retained by the sender, and some other indi
cation is transmitted to the marker to indi
c.ite the type of code. With the one-digit TX

codes. the sender builds out to three digits
for transmitting to the marker by adding
two 0'5, while with the two-digit TX codes,
it adds one o.

All markers are arranged to record and
decode three~igit codes for either toll lines,
local offices, or service positions. TX codes
are required only in connection with calls
for local completion, and thus provisions for
recording and decoding them are not re
quired in intertol( markers. All combined
and toll-completing markers, however, are
arranged for decoding TX codes, but they.
will provide for only one of the three possible
types, that is, either one-digit, two-digit
or three-digit.

The marker decodes the digits it has
recorded by operating route relays in the
same way as do the originating markers* of
the local system. For each code used, the
marker may provide from 1 to 1'1 route
relays, each capable of directing the marker
to a maximum of 40 outgoing trunks. the
number of route relays depending on the
.~U), lllllt, 19J9, p. J'l7.

Fig. '1-Block uhemotic indicating the poujble
paths ODer which markers glljn Iluess to odd

numbered lind rom·numbered frilmes
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through the sender identifies the incoming
frame on which the incoming trunk is
located. This lead is later used to operate
the incoming primary select magnet. The
outgoing (rame on which the selected trunk
is located is similarly identified by a group
of three frequencies after the idle trunk has
been selected. As soon as the marker has
located an idle trunk, therefore, it attempts
to gain access to the outgoing and incoming
(rames required for setting up the connection.

Access to any (rame ,may be sec~red

through either of two sets of connectors.
each connector in turn having access to two
frames-an odd~numbered and an even
numbered frame. The arrangement is shown
in Figure ?. In reaching a frame. a marker
can use either of the connectors that give
access to it, but half of the senders cause the
markers they seize to prefer even-numbered
connectors, and half. odd numbers. In
reaching a frame. the marker must pass
through two sets of connecting relays, each
associated with preference or lock-out cir
cuits. The marker preference and cut-in
relays prevent more than one marker from
gaining access at a time to the frame con
necting relays. These give access to either
the odd or even frame of the pair. but since
the frame connecting relays for the other
frame of the pair also have access to both
frames, a set of interconnecting lock-out
relays is required so that both sets cannot
be connected to the same frame at the
same time.

Assume, for example, that an odd-num
bered sender has seized a marker and that
the marl.ter after finding a suitable outgoing
trunk finds that the trunk is connected to
an odd-numbered link frame. It then at
tempts to seize the marker preference relays
for the odd-numbered frame and does so if
they are not in use. If it succeeds in getting
these relays. it attempts also to seize the odd
frame-connecting relays. If at that moment
a connection is being established on the odd
numbered frame through the even frame
connecting relays. the marker will be locked
out. and will have to wait until the frame is
released. If the frame had not been busy,
the frame-connecting relay would have con
nected it through at once.

Assume. on the other hand. that the odd
marker preference relays had been busy.

30

Under these conditions, the marker seizes
the even-numbered preference relays if they
are idle, and then attempts to reach the odd
numbered frame through the even frame
connecting relays. These, in turn. will at
once connect it to the odd-numbered frame
unless it is being used by some other marker
through the odd marker preference and
frame-connecting relays. This paired ar
rangement of frames and connectors, used
for both incoming and outgoing link frames,
gives more dependable service since all
markers still have access to all frames even
though there is trouble with ODe of the
marker cut-in relays.

After the marker has obtained connections
to the incoming and outgoing frames it
needs. it locates an idle path through the
two frames from the calling trunk to the
selected outgoing tnlnk. operates the proper
select and hold magnets, and then signals
the sender to release it. 1n this work. the
marker tests the leads over which it operates
for open circuits or false grounds, and after
the connection has been established. it tests
the complete circuit through the sender. in
coming trunk. incoming frame, outgoing
frame, and outgoing trunk. and if on any of
these tests it finds trouble, it seizes the
trouble indicator to report the condition.
All of the marker operations are completed
in about eight-tenths of a second.

Since markers complete their functions in
such a very short time. their call-handling
capacity is very great, and as a result, com
paratively few of them are needed in an
office. This makes it important to make sure
they are never delayed by equipment
troubles. Steady progress in handling the
call is assured by three timing circuits, one
or more of which time each phase of the
marker's operation. and if an unusual delay
is encountered, causes the condition to be
reported to the trouble indicator and the
marker to be released. These three timing
circuits 'are called the condenser time-out,
the short time-out, and the long time-out.
The condenser time-out allows about one
half second for each of the several marker
stages. and when trouble is encountered
causes release of the marker. Jf a marker is
delayed, this timing is cancelled.

The short time-out provides five possible
intervals. and for each stage in the marker's
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progress it selects an interval corresponding
to the maximum delay the marker might
normally encounter at that Stage. It does not
stop when the marker is locked out by a
connector, and thus takes care of excessive
delars in waiting for access to busy equip-

ment. and also guards against failure of the
condenser time-out circuit.

The long time-out provides an overall
safeguard against failures of both of the
other twO and in addition gives an alarm
should a marker be held bus~' falsely.._.

Talemal/hl./imf.of/hf.crossbarlollrtf/o:...... iIlPlliladl·lphiaoll.lllgllsl 22,

1943. /his pllOlO,traph shows, Iwreli",t. J. f:..\fllrdoch (I.j/). Chid £,,:.il/("("',
EaJ/rm .Irm, 8.-11 of Pa., (I//(I .1. 8. Clark, /Jiralor "j.')J/I'mJ Ik:.-IoplJlt'/lI.
8,/1 IAharaloriN; Jlamlin,r., IljllO righi, F. J. CholO'IIIO", /'iu-Pn'Jidl'lII,
Opa-aliollJ, Brll of Pa.; C. II..\feCandlas, Sr::ile!ti"g IJr::dopmNlI. Bdl
Laboralorirs; ami C. R. Fruhajf'r, Jlicr_Prnidml and Gnura/ Jlan:Jgn-.

Easlf'rn Area, Bf'1I of Pa.
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T o ENABLE :l marker to find and
close an idle path between the in
coming and outgoing trunks, it

must know the (rames to which these trunks
are connected. Once these are known, the
marker can seize the connectors associated
with them and proceed to locate an idle
path..-\Ithough marker action in the cross
bar toll svstcrn is similar to that in the tocal
system, the method of iden tifyi ng the (rames
to which the incoming and outgoing trunks
are connected is different.

In the local system a sender link and con
troller is associated with each district frame.
and the controller passes the number of its
associated (rame to the sender b~· grounding
tWO of twelve leads, and the latter passes

Multi-Frequency

Frame Identification In

Crossbar Toll
By O. MYERS

Sa:ild.illl lkulop"'01t

this number to the marker. Olllgoing trunks
associated with one route relay of the local
system are always connected to a pair of
office framcs, which are seized as a unit by
the marker, and the frame identification is
given by a cross-connection tnat is made at
tne route relay.

Neitner of tnese conditions is true of tne
crossbar toll system. }\ sender link and con
troller is llSed in common by a group of
frames, and tnus does not know the number
of the frame with wnich it is momentarily
associated. Similarly, the outgoing trunks
forming a group to one location afe not all
connected to one frame but are assigned to

as many frames as possible. Pacilities are
provided, moreover, so that trunks can be
readi[~- patched or cross-connected from one
frame and group to another, and thus even
their originally assigned positions may not
be held continuously. This patching or cross
connecting is done nOt only to provide for
the normal variadon in the load on various
trunk groups, and (() take care of temporary
loads, such as those caused by spotting
events, conventions, or catastrophes, but to
even the load on the frames, since the call
carrying capacity of the office is greater when
all frames are equally loaded.

Because of this situation, frame identi
fication for both incoming and outgoing
trunks must come from the trunks them
selves. It was to meet this situation that the
mu[ti-frccluency frame identification s}'stcrn
was developcd. It provides an identification
for each frame by transmitting a group of
three frequencies over a single lead to the
marker.

The arrangement of the circuit is indi
cated in Pigore I. A group of oscillators is
employed to generate eight frequencies

3'
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I-Blod selumalic of circuil uud for multi-jrtqlmuy
frame idnui,fication

I
SEL.t.4....li. I

ONE PER TRUNK
1PER FR.ulE I

I
I
I
I
I i

! (L I
I - - I
L_ .!:!.C.:.2~~!:...~..£R':""'-l

of nine filters. one for each of the eight
frequencies, A to H. inclusive, and one
marked GU. which is used as a guard as
described later. These are shown at the top
of the middle marker bay in the photograph
-at the head of this article. Following the
filters are rectifiers which convert the signal
to direct current to operate relays in the
translating circuit that closes a single lead
to operate a relay that identi6es the frame.

There are two sets of (rame identifying
relays, one (or the incoming and one for the
outgoing frames, and the same set of filters,
amplifiers and translating circuit is em
ployed for both. Between the translating
circuit and the identifying relays there is a
steering circuit that switches the signal from
one to the other of the identifying circuits as
required. When the marker starts to handle
a call, the steering relays are in condition to
pass the multi-frequency signal to the in
coming-frame identifying relays. After one
of them has operated and locked, the steer
ing rdays transfer the leads from the trans
lating circuit to the identifying relays for the
outgoing frame. As soon as an idle outgoing

A,MPlI
FIEIU

r-------------------I Fll.TEA$ RECTIFIERS MKR.

I
I
I

OSCIL~

LATOIU

spaced 170 cycles apart from 42, to 1615
cycles. These particular frequencies were
selected because they are the ones that have
proved satisfactory for the voice_frequency
telegraph system, and suitable filters and
other associated apparatus were available.
For each frame, three of the eight frequencies
are selected as an identification. With eight
frequencies there are S6 possible combina
tions of three, and forty of them are used
for frame identi6cation. A sufficient number
of combinations could have been obtained
from six frequencies if the combinations were
allowed to include one, two, or three frequen
cies, but by always using three, the circuit
may be made self-checking, since a missing
or additional frequency is readily detected.

For each frame, the three frequencies em
ployed are combined through a resistance
network, ·and then are passed in series
through the primary coils of ten trans_
formers. The secondary winding of each
transformer connects to 30 o( the 300
select magnets of a frame. The primary
windings are shunted with a resistance so
that an open circuit in anyone winding will
not interrupt the entire sup
ply (or that frame, and the
select magnets are similarly
shunted in order to reduce
their high impedance to these
particular frequencies.

Leads (rom the select mag
nets are brought to the marker
during the handJing of a call.
The lead (rom the incoming
select magnet is carried
through the sender link and
sender to the marker when the
call comes in, and the lead
from the outgoing select mag
net is one of those connected
to the marker through the
block relay when the group of
trunks is tested. After an idle
trunk is selected. the lead
from the select magnet asso
ciated with that trunk remains
connected to the marker.

In the marker, the frame
identification signals pass
through an amplifier to in.
crease the level of the received Fig.
signals, and thence to a group
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trunk has been selected, a signal from the
outgoing frame will operate one of the identi
fying relays for the outgoing frame. Under
normal operating conditions, the steering
relays merely switch the leads from the
translating circuit bac:k and forth between
the incoming and outgoing frame identifying
relays as successive calls are handled. At
times, however, the trunks provided in a
particular group are not adequate to handle
the traffic. Provisions are therefore made (or
adding another group of trunks to the same
point, and the box at the lower right of
Figure I) marked "jump-hunt route relays,"
is used when this is done.

Intertoll trunk groups are subject to large
variations of load. Most trunk groups have
spare terminals in the trunk block con
nector, and these are connected to jacks at
the trunk assignment patching-jack frame.
When not plugged up, these jacks ground the
associated sleeve leads to the marker, mak
ing them test busy. When only a moderate
overload exists, trunks may be borrowed
from some point whose route is through the
overloaded office, or they may be built up by
cross-connecting or patching to reach this
point. Then by patching to the spare assign
ment patching jacks these trunks are tem
porarily made part of the overloaded group.
When a severe overload occurs, however, the
spare trunk·block terminals and patching
jacks are insufficient to provide relief, and
jump hunting is used.

The marker is provided with a group of
jump-hunt route relays cross-connected for
vanous classes of outgoing trunks. Each i.!o
arranged to select as many as 40 spare termi
nals in a trunk-block connector. When an
overload occurs whicH is too great to handle
with the spare terminals in the overloaded
group, trunks that can be made available
at the desired point are borrowed from
lighter loaded groups, and these are patched
into the jump-hunt group whose route relay
cross-connections fit. A spare terminal in the
original group. jf available, is patched to a
jump-hunt control circuit. If there is no
spare, a working terminal is used, and the
associated trunk is patched into the jump
hunt group. This terminal tests busy to the
marker as long as any trunk in the original
group is idle or all trunks in the jump-hunt
group are busy. When it becomes idle, the
marker selects it, but on testing the select
magnet lead for an outgoing frame identifica.
tion signal, the marker receives instead the
forty.first frequency combination, which
tells it that a jump-hunt route relay must be
operated. The marker then applies low re
sistance battery to the select magnet lead to
operate a relay in the jump-hunt control
circuit, and also rearranges the steering re
lays to transfer the translating relays to the
"jump-hunt route relays." The operation of
the relay in the jump-hunt control circuit
removes the jump-hunt signal, and substi
tutes a new combination that tells the

(Fel)

'-0
(FOI) (FEI) (HI)

'-<!>
~~c'".o-,., jr--.

(FII)
«oj

Fig. '1-TratullJling circuit thaI conrurls ground on Ihru hads of a group of /1/)0 10 ground on
on~ 1~1Jd oj a group offort)
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TABLE I-FR.EQUENCIES EMPl.OYED Fait

FRAME IDENTIFICATION

marker which jump-.huRt route relay to
opt:rate. On receiving this information the
marker opt:rates the route relay correspond
ing to the jump-.hunt group, and then re
turns the steering relays to the outgoing
frame identifying relays. When an idle tronk
of this group is found, the frame identifica
tion signal is received in the usual way.

To translate the combination of three
grounded leads of a total of eight to a
ground on one single lead out of 40 that will
designate one particular number is the
function of the translating circuit. Its gen
eral arrangement is indicated in Figure 2.
The numbered leads in the upper part of the
·diagram are those to the frame identifying
and jump-hunt route relays, and indicate
the number of a particular frame or route
relay. Ground is carried through contacts of
three of the relays in the lower row-one of
which will be opera ted for each of the three
frequencies received-and each of these
three relays operates the relay shown im
mediately above it. These latter relays carry
a large number of springs, and 41 chain cir
cuits are carried through the contacts of
these relays in such a way that for any of the
41 combinations of three operated relays,
one and only one circuit will be closed
through to ground. Relays for only six of the
eight frequencies are shown in Figure 2, and
some of their contact springs are omitted,
but the general method employed can be
seen from the relays shown. The relays
an.d springs shown serve for decoding num
bers from zero to eleven.

The eight frequencies employed for frame
identification and their letter designations
are given in Table J, and the 41 combina_

DlJjplf~/ion

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Guard

FrtqunuJ

425 cycles
595 cycles
765 cycles
935 cycles

1105 cycles
1275 cycles
1445 cycles
1615 cycles
255 cycles

tions employed, with the frame numbers
they indicate, in Table II. After a jump
hunt signal has been received, and the
translating circuit has been steered to the
jump-hunt route relay circuit, 25 of the
-codes are used to designate the panicular
route relay wanted. The decoded numbers
are shown in the right-hand column of
Table II. For the most part they are the
same as the frame identi6cation numbers,
but certain circuit economies were obtained
by departing from this correspondence for a
few of the higher numbers.

How the translating circuit works can
readily be seen by following through the
action of one of the codes. Suppose, for
example, that the three frequencies received
were those marked A, n, and c in Table J.
After recti6cation, these three frequencies
would operate the A, B, and c relays in the
lower row of Figure 2, since the GU relay is
normally operated. These three relays in
turn would operate the three relays im
mediately above them, and as a result a
circuit would be closed from ground on the
lower spring of the tAJ relay, through the
lower contacts on the FBt and Fel relays to
lead number zero. Had the frequencies been
AEF, which represents number eleven, a cir
cuit would have been dosed from ground on
the second spring of FEI, through the second
spring of HI, and the fourth spring of FAt

to lead No. I J.

The select-magnet leads over which the
three-frequency signals are passed often
may carry disturbing voltages either in
duced in them or applied in the operation of
other select magnets on the same frame.
These would cause false signals jf preventive
means were not taken. The ell 6lter and
rectifier in Figure I, and the cu relay in
Figure 2, avoid false operation by opening
the operating circuit of the relays in Figure
2 whenever induced voltages are present.
These induced voltages have component
frequencies over a very wide range, but the
greatest amount of energy is at the low
frequencies. If the translating circuit is
rendered inoperative while frequencies be
low .25 cycles are encountered, therefore,
the disturbing effects of induced currents
can be avoided.. This is accomplished by add
ing a ninth filter, marked cu in Figure I, and
allowing the output from this filter to release
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relay cu in Figure '2. When cu is released.
the ground connection for all the translator
relays is opened, and thus the transmission
of codes is blocked while the induced cur·
rents are present. Any frequency below 4'25
cycles could have been used for this guard
circuit. but '255 cycles was selected as it was
already available.

Two sets of oscillators are provided for
each office to insure a source of the eight
frequencies at all times. These are arranged
so that one set is substituted automatically

fot the other in case of trouble. Under
normal conditions each set carries the load
for eighty-eight minutes and then the other
set is automatically substituted for it. This
insures that each set is in working order at
all times. Besides this regulu transfer at
eighty-eight.minute intervals, the marker is
arranged to make the transfer if on a second
trial a frequency is missing from one of the
codes. When such a transfer is made. an
alarm is also given so that the trouble can be
found and corrected.

TABLE TI-FREQUENCY COMBINATIONS WITH THEIR FRAME AND ROUTE RELAY NUMBERS

incoming Jump_Hunt Incoming Jump_Hunt
Frtquency or Outgoing Routt RtJa:~ Frtquency or Outgoing Routt Rtlay

Comoinations Framt Numo", Numb", Combinations Framt Numotr NMmo",

ABC 0 0 ABG 20 20
DEF 1 I EHC 21
ACD 2 2 ACG 22 21
EFB 3 3 EHB 23
BCE 4 , CGD 24 22

DFA 5 5 EHA 25
ABE • • BCG 2. 23
DFC 7 , FHA 27
ACF 8 8 BGE 28 24
DEB 9 9 DFH 29
BCD 10 10 BGF 30
EFA II II DEH 31
ABF 12 12 BGD 32
DEC 13 13 EFH 33
ACE " " ABH 34

DFB 15 15 DEG 35
BCF I. 16 ACH 3.
DEA 17 17 DFG 37
ABD 18 18 BCH 38
FHC 19 EFG 39

EFC Jump Hunt 19
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Traffic Control for Crossbar Toll
By M. E. i\I:\1.0:'\EY
S",;,,";,,! Engi"'tri,,!

W HEN the word traffic is used. the
idea of congestion is implicit.
The provision of 3 nUlway for

every airplane, a track for ever~' train, a
sales clerk for even" customer, or a trunk for
every Telephone c;~11 would be economically
preposterous. Good traffic control consists
in furnishing the facilities needed to give
good sen'ice at a reasonable price, and in
planning for the disJXlsition of overloads
with as little delay as JX>SSible.

If the amount and destination of traffic is
known beforehand, as airw;]xs traffic usualh
is, the problem, although n~t simple, can l,e
handled by readying cCjllipmenr and person
nel. Telephone traffic, however, is invisible,
and sometimes capricious. Local evenTS,
weather, marker changes, and many other
natural or social disturbances give rise to

flurries that may snowball into serious con
gestion if not handled promptly. It is a
truism to a traffic manager that two or

37

three additional cIrcuits or operators pro
vided early enough in a traffic bulge can
stop the pyramiding effect and do more
good than dozens can later .....hen a backlog
of calls has built up.

I n designing the crossbar toll system,
therefore, it was decided to provide circuits
th:ll would indicate to the traffic force the
load on various parts of the system at all
times so that the number of operators at the
NO.4 board could be changed to meet vary_
ing conditions.

The traffic control features concerned
with shan and fortuitous overloads are
provided by a calls_waiting signal, by busy
indicators for senders and switched.in reo
peaters, and by means for temporarily aug
menting trunk groups.

The calls~waiting circuit keeps a con
tinuous record of the number of unanswered
calls per position at the NO.4 board, and
also controls wnning lamps to indicate to
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and when C/P is small compared to 100

C_•fP-----=:Eo
EM =

"'0

TABLE I

operators, and one is connected into the net
work whenever a call arrives on an incom
ing trunk and remains there until the call
reaches an operator's position. Thc voltage
to ground of the meter lead, EM' is obviously
some function of the number of resistances
A and B.

Jf each A resistance is one hundred ohms,
and P is the number
of ??sitions occupied,
the resistance from
lead ew to ground is
one hundred divided
by P, and if each B

resistance i~ 10,000

ohms, and e is the
number of calls wait
ing, the resistance from
lead ew to battery is
tcn thousand divided
bye. The total resist
ance from battery to
ground (assuming that
the meter and relays
have such high resist
ance that their effect
is negligible) is the
sum of these tWO re-
sistances, and the cur
rent flowing is Es di

vided by the total resistance. The voltage
EM. is equal to this total current times the
resistance betwcen ew and ground. If the
number of calls waiting per positions, which
is e/p, is very small compared to 100, the
voltage EM is approximately e/p X ES or 100,

as is shown by the simple calculations in
Table I, and a voltmeter with the right

RECOROING.
METER

Lwlt]}
"t

.......,
""'"t

8
...,

-
""'"t

lis-waiting circuit -:
TEAM SIZ

AOJUSTM

the operators and the supervisory force
when the calls are increasing. Both the
warning lamps and the graphic metcr that
makes the continuous record are auto
matically controlled by signals from links
that are trying to scrve calls and (rom
occupied. positions. The actual number of
waiting calls is not significant-it is the

Fig. I-The ca
uud wilh 1m crossoar loll syslnn

number waiting per occupied position that
tells whether or not traffic is backing up.
Also, a particular ratio-calls-waiting to
positions oq:upied-does not have the same
signi6cance when only a few positions are
occupied that it does when a large number
au covered. This is because small groups of
facilities, being inheuntly inefficient, have a
margin of idle time when handling an
average load, and can use this time to ab
sorb an oVt:rload. Large groups are more
efficient on average loads, which means that
their idle time is small, and they cannot take
the same percentage of overload that small
groups can. As a result, the circuit cannot
use the signals from the links and positions
directly without doing some simple arith
metic. How it does this is shown in Figure I.

In the network at the left, one of the re
sistances marked A is supplied for each
position and is connected into the network
whenever that position is occupied. The re
sistances marked B are associated. with the
link frames that connect incoming trunks to
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CA.LLS WAITINCO

lAMPS ON
CABLE TlJRNJH(O

SECTION

Fit. '2-TypictZl j10rJr plan of operaling room
for (r()JJDar loll $JSlem

size to another. The values of the ratio cJp
for which the various lamps light for the
three team sizes are shown in Table II.

A typical floor plan layout of part of an
operating room is shown in Figure 2. The
traffic supen'isory panel) wbich contains the
controls for the caUs-waiting signals, the
calls-waiting meter. and the green, white,
and red lamps) is visible from the chief
operator's desk, and multiple appearances
of the lamps, with large beehive lenses, are
installed at the head of the switchboard)
where they are visible to the nearest super
visor. Multiples of these lamps may appear
elsewhere in the operating room) if desired.

The graphic meter, on which the continu
ous record is made at the Philadelphia in
stallation) is shown in use in the photograph
at the head of this article; and Figure 3 is a
close-up view of the top of the traffic super
visory panel. At the top left are the calls
waiting controls. The turn-button key la
beled "ew Signal-Off-On" turns the entire
circuit off and on. The "Team Size" key is
set to A, B, or c in accordance with the num
ber of working positions. The "Test" key,
below to the left, cuts off the actual load cir
cuits from the positions and links, and allows
artificial values to be inserted for testing the
operation of relays,lamps, and meter. These
tests are controlled by the "Check" key
at the upper left and the "Lamp Check"
potentiometer in the center. With the check
key at 0, as shown, the meter on the adjacent

SUPERVISOR'So STATION

TR""FFIC
SUPERVISORY D

PANEL

am 0oPEAATOA'S
"m

TABLE. II

Team Size Green Whitt R,d

Under S 1.0 2.0 3.0
5 to 10 ·5 \.0 \.5
Over 10 .25 ·7 '.0

range and a suitable scaJe will read c/p
directly. In practice) c/p is so small compared
to too that the err.or is negligible and smaller
than the error introduced by the shunting
effect of the meter and relays. The latter is
noticeable when three or less positions are
occupied) but tends to disappear as the
team is enlarged. At ten positions, for
instance. 100/P is to ohms, which is so much
smaller than the resistance of meter and
relays that the error is only about one per
cent. With two positions occupied, the
error is five per cent, which can be tolerated
with a very light load.

The warning lamps at the right of Figure
I are lighted when the corresponding con
trol relays operate. The green lamp indi
cates a satisfactory load on the positions,
and if it is extinguished for an appreciable
time, the board may be over_manned. The
white lamp indicates a small increase in
load, and if it persists for some time the
condition may be serious. Usually it is
arranged to change from steady to flashing
after it has been lighted for about half a
minute. The red lamp indicates an imme
diate need for relief, and it flashes as soon as
it comes on. Each of these lamps lights at a
different value of c/p, but since the signifi
cance of this ratio depends on the number
of positions occupied, as already noticed,
provisions are made for changing the value
of cJp at which the various lamps light in
accordance with the number of positions
occupied. This is accomplished by changing
the bias current of the relays by the poten
tiometers labeled "Team Siu Adjustment"
for different numbers of occupied positions.
Three steps are used: one when there are
fewer than five operators at the board, one
when there are from five to ten, and one
when there are over ten. The settings of the
potentiometers are controlled through re
lays by keys that are operated when the
number of operators changes from one team
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Fif. J-Traific supen:isQry panel for crossbar toll system

column should read zero, while with the ke\'
at 1.5, it should read 1.5 calls. In the I.PS

setting, and with the lamp check knob in the
full counterclockwise position, none of the
lamps in the top row will light, The knob is
turned until the green lamp lights and the
reading at the meter indicates whether the
lamp is coming in at the proper point for the
team size selected. Turning the knoh further
will check the white and red lamps, :\1 the
lower left are a "Flash" key and lamp.
Turning this key to "Off" suspends the flash
ing of the red and white lamps, and while in
this condition the Aash lamp is steadil~' lit
as a reminder.

In the upper right uf Figure J are the all
sendcrs-busr and all-rel'catcrs-busr lamps.
As their names indicate, these light when
ever all circuits of an as~ociated grmlp are
bu~y. The lamps in the hlp row from left to
right are (or incoming dial senders, spare
lamp, incoming key pulsing revertive and
rCI, and step-by-step and call-announcer
senders. In the bottolll row are lamps for
three groups ofswitched-in repeaters, StrictI \.
speaking, there is nothing the traffic force
can do quickly about the amount of equip
ment supplied, so the amount of good that
these lamps do in the oJ'lCrating room might
be cluestioned..-\nually, they serve TO call
attention quickly TO load bulges, and if dor-

ing what was expected tel be a
cluiet period the plant force...
ha\"e taken some e(luipment
om of ...en"ice lllr trouble
"houring, con tan c1ea.ning, or
other routine maintenance,
they can throw the idle equip
ment back intu ~r\'ice '1uicklr
tel handlt t he peak. :\lso, an un
duenumberufal1-bu...~-1ampsi£
nals ma~· point out a growing
load before allah'sis of the
lung-term statisti~... shows it.

'I he luwer portion of the
supervisorr p;md con rains sig
nal lamps associated with
overfluw tnmks. Frum an in_
spection of these lamps, con_
gtstiol1 can be spotted and
steps taken TO put a group un
ddar working if necessarr. In
Figure J, all four of the uver
Auw trunks are busy in the

Chicagu (eGo), Cleveland (Cl.E\'), Richmond
(UCH_V) and ~ew York (KY ::1 &"2) groups,
thrtt out of fuur in the Baltimore (BA!.T)
group, and all three in the Atlanta (AT!.A)
grour, The 'r and \' following some of the cit)"
designations mean terminal and \'ia. The
formrr trunks are of a transmission grade
suitable only for direct caBs from an origi
nating to a terminating switchboard, the
lauer nlUSt be used on all calls involving
one or more switches.

If it is found that traffic tends to peak on
a group for shurt periods, but the total
amount does not justify enlarging the
group, temporary relief may be obtained by
a method known as assignment patching.
This may be explained oy reftrellce to a
simplified schematic, Figure 4. Assume that
a group contains four trunks, which are
shown with their test leads from the marker.
The next test lead in hunting sequence can
be cross-connected to a patching jack,
which looks to the marker like a bus)" trunk
because of a nOl'ma[ ground. When the
group must be enlarged rapidly, a patch is
made from this jack to a trunk jack of a
spare ;:runk circuit. Circuit 4- then no longer
tests bUH, and the test leads extend to the
new tru~l.,- Before the patch is made, of
course, the spare trunk circuit must be
patched to the proper cable conductors, and
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the distant office notified to make similar
arrangemenu. Some of the trunks may also
have patch jacks so that they may be bor
rowed for assignment to other groups.

To pN:lvide a large number of spare ter
minals for each trunk group would make the
number of ttunk block relays excessive.
Relief trunks in excess of the number of
spare terminals provided can be added by
jump-hunting,· although this would be

·Stt page 17.

resorted to only in emergencies. 1ump
hunting usually requires some planmng
ahead, consultation with the traffic and
plant departments in distant cities, and
coordination of plant work in two or more
localities. It is ordinarily used to provide
facilities for large conventions, World's
Series, and similar events where the need is
foreseen. In an emergency the planning and
coOrdination can be telescoped to give rapid
relief by adding a large numbet of trunks.

•

'"OUTSIOE........

TIlUM< Bl..OCk
CONNECTOFt

"'""Fig. 4-Bloclc schematic af arrangements far assignment patching

,
n~

L.....o---<>----,-------L--t:
'" ,NAAKER ..~, L.....o---~--1o------_L____tt

..~
o L.....o-------l0-------L----tI

..~
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Handling Delayed Calls 1D Crossbar ToIl
By F. F. SHIPLEY
S.,ium"l E"rilluri"l

O\E!lFL/)W
'""'~,
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l'r u

r----
1 OYE""'lOWt nil.....,

- '-----------
-~....-- TRl,N{ IUXJt- ~,

" I' r" ,I I I I, "

filing time. This is facilitated in the crossbar
toll system by overflow circuits associated
with toll·line groups, and by a call-order
board, known as the NO.5 toll switchboard.
shown on page +5.

A simplified schematic of the overflow
arrangement is shown in Figure I. All
toll-line groups have overflow trunks as
sociated with them. Although on the same
block relay, these do not form part of
the toll.line group. but are tested separately.
If the marker finds all lines busy, it
automatically tests the corresponding over·
flow-trunk group-connecting the call to the
first idle trunk. An overflow control circuit.
associated with each group of overflow
trunks, maintains a record of the all.
trunks-busy condition by a lead multipled to
each of the individual toll lines; and as long
as all circuits are busy. it returns a slow
flash to connected inco'ming circuits. When

FiI· '-Sjmplifi~d Jclumlltic of conntction; to
orJuJlOTD circuit

.._1 1111
..... I I I

_._.Ilt

L·'I'.._ I I
L •• IIITUT., __ I I Il£AOS

... _~-_J: I! t....._J'-1.... m -l~ T_ "'-OCM.

.W"

I F ALL the subscribers connected to a
central office were to place calls at the
same time to subs~tibers connected to

another office, and if there were to be no de
lay in completing these calls, there would
have to be as many tronks between the
offices as the first office has subscribers. Such
a situation is conceivable, but practically the
chance of its occurring is negligible, and so
trunks are provided in sufficient.number to
insure satisfactory service under more
normal conditions of traffic.

The criterion (or determining the number
of trunks which should be provided is the
traffic during the busiest hour. Use is made of
probability tables that have been calcu
lated to show for various amounts of traffic
the number of trunks neeessary to insure
that not more than a certain percentage of
caJis wiJlfind all the trunks busy. When, for
example, there are on the average ten calls
between two local offices throughout the
busiest hour, nineteen trunks will give the
desired grade of service.

The relationship of trunks and traffic,
however, is not the same for toll as for local
trunks. Toll lines are not only longer, but
also cost more per mile than trunks between
local offices. The ratio employed for toll lines
varies with the length of the haul, the
volume and nature of the traffic, and outside
plant conditions on the route involved. On
one of the schedules widely used for engineer
ing toll lines. only eleven trunks are specified
for an average of ten simultaneous calls,
instead of the nineteen used for local trunks.
Under thes«: conditions, however, a much
larger percentage of the calls in the busy
hour finds all circuits busy.

When all circuits are busy, it is desirable
that the operator be kept apprised of the
condition so that she need not make re
peated fruitless attempts to secure a circuit.
I t is also desirable to complete delayed calls
as nearly as possible in the order of their
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a trunk in the group l>ecome.'l idle. it re
rurns a fast re-order flash signaling the
operator to make another auempt.

The numlJer of overRow trunks varies
from one to four, depending on the size of the
associated toll-line group. The intention is 10

allow onh' as man\' circuits to wait in over
Row as have a reasonable prospeCt of ob
taining an idle toll line within a period of
about five minutes.

Besides the overRow trunks and control
circuits associated with them, there is also
a group of master-busy trunks that is com
mon to the entire office. \Vhen a marker
finds all the overflow trunks of a group busy,
it releases the trunk block relay it was using,
seizes a block relay associated with these
master-busy trunk~, and connects the call
to the first idle one. These master-busy trunks
return an irregular flashing signal to the
distant calling operator to apprise her of
the more extensive dela\' she is likeh- to
encounter in making the call. .

When an outward operator gets the slow
flashing signal, indicating an overflow trunk,
she usually holds the connection for a while,
waiting f~r the quick flash indicating that a
trunk has become idle. When she receives
the irregular flash indicating she has
reached a master-busY trunk, however, she
usually turns the cail over to a delaved
outwa'rd operator in her office, who' will
complete it as soon as she can get a trunk.
As a rule, operators in distant cities who are
attempting to establish a connection through
a crossbar toll office do not hold toll trunks
more than five minutes. If the operator
reaches the crossbar toll office over a ring
down toll line, she leaves a call order with
the No. -1- cordless operator as soon as delay
is encoulllered. No funher action is re
quired on the call order if a circuit is secured
within five minutes, but if a circuit is not
secured within that interval, the call order is
sent to the NO.5 board, the incoming circuit
is released, and the originating operator
sends her ticket to a delayed-ourward
operator in her own office. .

If the distant operator reaches the office
over a dial toll line, she holds the connec
tion to overflow for five minutes, and then
reaches the NO.5 operator over a code "151"
trunk, and leaves a call order with her.
Outward operators in the crossbar toll

Fig. z-Traffii: JltperviJOry pond uJed ill COII

lIutioll with the halldling of dtlaytd calls ill
the rf"OJJbar loll syJlem

office area rna)' extend the waiting period to
ten minutes, but when longer delays are
encountered, the calls are alwa\'s turned
over to the dela.yed-outward o~r'ators who
are associated with them.

To assist in handling calls that have en.
countered delays, the NO.5 switchboard has
been provided. This ooard is of the cord
type, and uses twin jacks and plugs to permit
the connection to be made on a four-wire
basis. Incoming trunks are known as "lSI"
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trunks, since by dialing 151 on any trunk to
the crossbar toll office, a No. 5 operator is
reached. The outgoing trunks from the 0.5
board run to the switch frames as do all in
coming trunks. Each position has a teo
hutton key set with which the operators can
complete calls to any outgoing trunk. Both
incoming and outgoing trunks appear in
jacks, and four-wire cords arc provided with
which the operators may complete calls be
tWeen two outgoing trunks or between a
"151" trunk and an oucgolig trunk.

In the face of the board there are also
jacks associated with each overflow circuit.
These are single jacks instead of twin jacks
as used for the other trunks, and each JX>Si
tion has four cords with single plugs with
which the operator may connect to them.
The operator plugs into each group in which
she is interested, and lamps associated with
these four cords remain dark while the toll
lines are all busy, and these lamps will flash
at the fast re-order rate when one or more
toll lines are idle.

As delayed calls come in on the "IS I"
trunks, the NO.5 operator makes out tickets
and stacks them so that they may be com
pleted in the order in which they were re
ceived. When she sees that there is an idle
trunk in one of the groups she is watching,
she plugs into one of her outgoing trunks and
"writes up" the number wanted on her key
set. If she finds an idle line, she plugs the
other end of the cord into another outgoing
trUnk and dials the office originally placing
the call. This call is then completed through
the cord at the NO.5,. board-passing
through the toll switching train twice.

Each overflow trunk has a lamp on the
traffic supervisory panel shown in Figure 2.

By noting the action of these lamps, and by
keeping track of the tickets at the No. 5
board. the chief operator can estimate the
delays. When she sees that the delay on a
certain group will be one-half hour or more,
she pUts that group on "delay quotation,"
and thereafter a different operating pro-.
cedure is followed.

In the lower part of the supervisory panel
are rows of jacks. The upper rows run to
the various overflow control circuits, and
the five lower rows are delay-quotation
jacks. which are connected to the positions
at the No. 5 board. These jacks are ar-

ranged in groups: one group for a half-hour
delay. one for an hour delay, and so on for
the various delays that may be quoted. To
put a group of trunks on delay quotation, a
double-ended cord is plugged into the jack
to the overflow control circuit for that
group and into a jack for the particular
delay to be quoted. Then calls coming into
the markers for this group will be con
nected either to the overflow trunks directly
or to the NO.5 board, depending on whether
they are from local or distant operators.
This is done whether there are idle trunks or
not. since access to a group on delay quo
ration is denied to all but the operators at
the NO.5 board. When a group is on delay
quotation, notices stating the delay to be
quoted for various trunk groups are "posted"
where they can be seen by the operators at
both the No_ ... and the NO.5 switchboards.

The delay-quotation jacks at the opera
tors' positions have lamps associated with
them which light every time a call comes in
to an overflow group that has been patched
to this particular delay-quoting trunk.
After a delay has been posted, operators at
the NO.5 board watch the lamps associated
with the delay-quotation jacks at their
positions. and whenever a lamp lights, an
operator plugs in and qUOtes the delay. Any
operators connected to that overflow cir
cuit or to any other overflow group patched
to the same delay-quoting trunk will hear
these announcements.

When a group of trunks is on delay quo
tation, the markers are apprised of the fact
by their route relays. and do not follow
their ordinary procedure. A caU from a
distant dial operator will be connected
directly to the No. 5 board where the
operator will quote the delay and write a
ticket for later completion. On the other
hand. a call from an outward operator in the
local area will be connected to one of the
overflow trunks for that group, and will
hear one of the No. 5 operators state the
delay. The outward operator then turns the
call over to her own dela)·ed-outward oper.
ator, who may have other calls for the same
group. She will inform the proper o. 5
operator from time to time as to the number
of calls waiting.

The NO.5 board thus serves as a point of
clearance for most of the calls that are
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s~riousl)' delay~d. Since th~ operators at
thes~ boards are the onl\' ones that have
access to th~ group o( tru~ks on delay quo
tation, and since they receiv~ a Rash as soon

as [h~ trunks become idl~, [h~\· are able to
complete the calls as rapidly as· facilitit!<; be
com~ available and in the order in which the
calls come in.

Fig. 3-TIU' No. 5 fIJI! JwitrhVomd JOI' /'mul/illg dr/ll.\'l'd ralls
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Junctor Grouping in Crossbar Toll
By G. E. DUSTIN

Stl·;fthi"J! E'I"i1'''''''' Fng;nuring

I N THE crossbar toll system l two sets of
(rames, called incoming and outgoing
frames, comprise the toll train.'" Junc

tors are the groups of wires that interconnect
them, and they run from the secondary
verticals of the incoming frames to the
primary verticals of the outgoing frames.
The juncrors connecting one incoming to one
outgoing (rame form a junctor grOllp. Since
the number of frames m:lY change from
time to time as the load on an office in_
cre:\ses, the number of junctors in a group
will necessarily vary because the total
number of jUllcrors leaving ;Ill)' one in
coming frame is fixed by the number of
secondary verticals. With '20 verticals per

·Sec' page 7.

switch and 10 switches per frame, there is a
total of '200 junctors leaving each incoming
frame, and they will be divided evenly
among the outgoing frames. If there were
only five mngoing frames, there could be
40 junctors to each, while if there were 10

outgoing frames, there could be only 20 to
each. With '20 outgoing frames, which is the
maximum !lumber incoqxlfated in a toll
crossbar train, there would be only IO

junctors to each under these conditions·.
This analysis gives the maximum number

of jllnctors per group when there are 200

available from each incoming train, but the
actual number required to give a desired
grade of service is determined by probability
theory, and will vary from 50 to 20 for

Fi,f:' I-T,./"/I/;'w!.rtrir /Iud widl tlu JGF, a.r.ff('l/ frolll above {lWffrolll thefrollt
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outgoing frame, but as the size of the office
increased, the size of the junctor groups
could be decreased because, with more out
going frames. the number of calls from any
one incoming group to any particular out·

-going frame will be less. The amount of
traffic any incoming frame can handle is
fixed by the number of lil.lks and junctors,
and this fixed amount of traffic is divided
among the outgoing frames. The amount of
traffic and the number of junctors to handle
the traffic to each outgoing frame is thus on
the average roughly in\'ersely proportional
to the number of outgoing frames. As the
number of frames in an office is increased,
therefore, the grouping of the junctors must
be rearranged.

Using the methods of ordinary telephone
practice, such changes would be provided
for by wiring the junctors from the incoming
groups to one set of terminal strips and those
from the outgoing frames to another set.
Grouping could then be accomplished by
running jumpers between the two sets of
terminals. With such a conventional ar_
rangement, the amount of work involved in
regrouping junctors to take care of a change
in the size of the central office would be
considerable, however, and would require a
long cut·over time.

Consider, for example. a toll train with
six incoming groups and 12 outgoing frames,
which is to be increased to seven incoming
groups and 14 outgoing frames. With 12
outgoing frames, 30 junctors are employed
in each group, and since there is one group of
junctors from each incoming group to each
outgoing frame, there is a total of 6X30XI2
=2,160 jllnCtors. Since six incoming groups
have terminals for 2,400 junctors, there will
thus be 240 sets of terminalS-40 on each
incoming group-that are not used. With I.t
ou tgoing frames, on the other hand, only 25
junctors per group are employed. and thus
the total number of junctors will be 7X25X
'4 -2.45°. Of this number, 50 will be run
between the new incoming group and the
tWO new outgoing frames, and since these
can be run while the frames are being in·
stalled, they will nOt affect the cut-over
time. Of the junctors between existing
frames, 6X25X12-I,8oo need not be
changed, and 6X'lOX2=240 junctors from
the unused terminals of the existing in.
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more than 10 outgoing frames. The ex
tension frames make 400 junctors available
at each incoming frame, but the traffic ar
riving at the secondary switch of an incom
ing frame is not sufficient to provide a load
for 400 junctors. When extension frames are
used. therefore. the incoming frames an=:
arranged in pairs called "incoming groups,"
and the corresponding secondary verticals
of each frame of an incoming group are con
nected to the same juncto.r.

A crossbar toll office might, as an example,
be originally installed with eight outgoing
frames with a prospect of growing to an
ultimate of 20 frames. For the original instal
lation, there could be a maximum of 50
jllnctors from each incoming group to each

intertoll t.rains. depending on the number of
outgoing frames in the train. Since with
more than 10 outgoing frames the groups
would have less than 20 junctors when only
200 are available at each incoming frame.
extension frames are provided whenever the
office requires, or may require with growth,

Fig. 2-S;X Sltlu in cUlling in a nno framt
on Iht JGF. Only ont Itad oj ont junt/or is

indicaled in flUh slu/eh
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coming group to the two new outgoing
frames may also be run without affecting the
cut-over time. This leaves ~,.50- (50+1,800
+240) = 360 junctors that are involved in
the cut-over. To run 360 new jumpers, in
cluding unsoldering and soldering, where'
each junctor has five leads, would be a long
and involved proceeding if the ordinary
fonn of terminal strip were employed. To
make a quicker cut-over possible, a special
form of junctor grouping frame, referred to
as the JGF, has been developed.

The terminal strip, Figure I, use<r with" the
JGF employs three terminal punchings for
each junctor lead, marked A, B, and c.
Each end of each punching has two prongs,
one being notched for soldering and the
other being slotted. Between two adjacent
slotted punchings, a metal disc may be in
serted and soldered in place to form a con.
nection. How such terminals permit a rapid
change of junctor grouping is illustrated in
Figure ~.

Sketch I, at the top, shows the arrange
ment for one lead ofa junctor for the original
installation. One of the leads of a junctor
from an incoming group is soldered to the
front end of the B punching, and a jumper
to a similar set of punchings that has a
cable lead to an outgoing (rame is soldered
to the rear end of the A punching. A disc
soldered between the A and 8 punchings at
the (ront end completes the connectton.
When an increase in the number of frames
in the office requires that these intercon.

nections at the JGF be changed, the first step
taken is shown in sketch 2. The new jumper
is soldered to the back end of the c punch.
ing, and a specially designed plug is inserted
between the A and 8 punchings on the rear
side. Then the soldered disc between the
A and B punchings at the front end is re
moved as shown in sketch 3. Up until this
time, no change of connection has actually
been made, and the office is still operating
on the original basis. By merely removing
the plug from between the A and B punch
ings at the rear end, and inserting it be
tween the 8 and c punchings at the front,
as shown in sketch 4, the change in junctor
connections is made. To make the connec.
tion permanent, a disc is soldered between
the Band c punchings at the rear, as shown
in sketch 5, and the original jumper is re
moved. This is followed by the removal of
the plug from the front end of the junctor
as shown in sketch 6, and this part of the
work is completed.

Each junctor has five sets of punchings
like those shown in Figure 2, and the plugs
used have 10 contacts, and make connec
tions for the 10 leads of two junctors at the
same time. The double-pronged terminal
punchings are built into terminal strips as
shown in Figure I. Each such terminal strip
has 30 rows of 10 terminal punchings each,
and thus each three rows provide the three
terminals for each of the five leads of two
junctors, and a complete terminal strip o(
30 rows thus provides for 2.0 junctors. A
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Fig. -i-ujJ half oj JCF at Philadelphia

complete JGF for a '2o-frame unit has space
for '200 of such terminal strips arranged in
two bays as indicated in Figure 3, and thus
provides for 4,000 junctors, which is the
maximum ever used for a single train.
Junctor cables from incoming groups are
connected to the front ends of the terminals,
while those from the outgoing frames are
connected [0 the rear ends. The junctors
from each incoming group are connected to

the terminal strips in one vertical column on
each ba\-: the No. 0 verticals from the 20

seconda~y switches of each incoming group
are connected to the top terminal strip of a
column, the W No. I verticals to the next
lower terminal Stop, and so on, as indi
Cated by the numhcring at the top and left
of Figure 3.

The junctors from the outgoing frames

are distnbut«l in :1 some.
what similar manner, but
along horizontal rows rather
than vertical columns, and
juncrors from all odd-Rum.
hered frames are connected
to one bar of terminal strips,
and from all even, to the
other, as indicated by the
numbering at the right and
bottom of the bays.

How the junctors are can·
nected and jumpered for
varying sizes of offices is per
haps best illusmued by as
suming first the hypothetical
case of tWO bars of JGF com.
pletely equipped with termi.
nal strips for a complete
initial installation of 20 in.
coming and 20 outgoing
frames. The junctor cables
from the 10 incoming groups
would then be connected to
the front ends of the B termi~

mils of all the terminal strips
in accordance with the num.
bering scheme indicated, and
the junctor cables from the
20 outgoing frames would
be connected to the rear
ends of the B terminals..I\n\'
two corresponding column's
of terminal strips on the
two bays thus carry the 400

Junctor cables from one incoming group,
and the horizontal rows of terminal strips
of each bay carry the junctor cables to
one outgoing frame. Each terminal strip
thus carries the group of 20 junctors from
one incoming group to one outgoing frame.
For example, the terminal strip in the third
row from the top and fourth column from
the left of the left_hand ba\' carries the 20

junctors from No. '2 incoming group to NO.3
outgoing frame.

With such an arrangement, no jumpers at
all would be required, since all connections
between the junctor cables for incoming and
outgoing (rames would he made directly by
the B punchings of the terminal strips. Sup
pose, however, that an aCtual office had
originally only five incoming groups and 10

outgoing frames, but that an increase to as
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many as 10 incoming groups and :20 out
going frames might be expected. Suppose
further that the original installation were to
have 40 junctors per group. Since there are
only five incoming groups, the right halves
of each bay of terminals would have no'
junctor cables from incoming frames con
nected to them, and since there are only 10

outgoing frames, the bottom halves of each
bay would have no junctor cables to out
going frames. The junctors on .the upper
left-hand quadrant of each bay would: be
connected pirecdy through the B punchings,
as in the first example, and would not need
to be changed as the office increased in size,
while the two lower right-hand quadrants
would have no junctors at all connected to
them. The two upper right-hand quadrants
would have only junctor cables to outgoing
frames, and the two lower left-hand quad
rants would have only junctor cables to in
coming frames.

Since the junctors in the upper left-hand
quadrants would never have to be changed,
there is no need of installing terminal strips
in these positions at all, since the junctor
cables can be run directly from the incoming
to the outgoing frames. Jumpers would be
run from the terminal strip in the lower left
quadrants [Q those in the upper right quad
rants, and it is these jumpers that would be
subject to later change. No terminal strips
would need to be installed in the lower
right-hand quadrants .at the time of the

original installation since they would have
no use. Two terminal bays, unequipped in
the upper left and lower right quadrants,
would thus appear as in Figure 4.

Suppose it becomes necessary to add one
more incoming group-No. 5-and two
more outgoing frames-No. 10 and No. II.

The junctor cable from the NO.5 incoming
group would he brought to the JGF and con
nected to the vertical columns of terminal
strips marked NO.5 on Figure 3. Since the
upper five terminal strips in this column of
each bay already have junctor cables to out·
going frames connected to their B terminals,
which are connected by discs to the A termi
nals to which jumpers run to the terminal
strips in the lower left quadrant, these new
junctor cables from incoming frames would
be connected to the C terminals to be ready
(or the cut-over. Since there are no terminal
strips installed in the lower right quadrants,
(our would be set in place in the lower half of
column NO.5 in each bay, and the junctor
cable from the NO.5 incoming group would
be connected to the B terminals.

Similarly, the junctor cables from out
going frames Nos. 10 and II would be con
nected horizontally along rows marked 10

and II a(the right of Figure 3 to five existing
terminal strips in the lower left quadrants
and to four added terminal strips in the
lower right quadrants. The missing terminal
strips at the junctions of the NO.5 vertical
column and the Nos. 10 and II horizontal
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Fig. 5-Diagrammatic rtpreunlaiion of the JGF bay as originally equippedjor jiDe incoming
groups and 10 outgoingjrames,and then increaudlo :2ooutgoingjrames and 10 incominggroups.
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rows would correspond with the 40 junctors
between the added incoming group and out
going frames, which will never change and
thus may be cabled directly.

After the cut-over, the 10 terminal strips
in the left halves of the horizontal rows 10

and II would have no jumpers because
junctor cables from incoming groups 0 to 4
on the II terminals would connect directly
to junctor cables to outgoing frames 10 and
I J on the c terminals, and they would never
be changed subsequently.

A similar process would be carried OUt for
each subsequent addition. After :10 frames
have been installed, there would be no
jumpers on the JGF at all. Each connection
would be made between the Band c terminals
of the same terminal strip. This is repre
sented in Figure S, where the blank squares
represent terminal strips not installed, solid
lines represent cable connections to the II

terminals, and the dashed lines represent
cable connections to the c terminals.

In the above discussion, 40 junctors per
group have been assumed. In ordinary prac
tice, only 30 are used in such a situation,
since 30 junctors per group will handle the
traffic, and to install more would be un
necessary labor and expense. For terminat
ing trains, as few as 10 junctors per group
rnay be used, which means that extension
frames are never required.

In finding an idle path through a toll
train, the markers must locate an idle in
coming link, an idle junctor, and an idle
outgoing link, which together will make up
the connection. The available junctor'S for
one particular call are in the group con
necting the incoming group to which the
calling trunk is connected to an outgoing

frame, at which trunks to the desired d~b..
nation are located. Markers can test as many
as W junctor'S at a time, and thus when
there are more than w junctors in a group,
they are divided into subgroups for the

"marker tests, and the marker tests the nrst
subgroup, and then if no idle junctors are
found there, the second subgroup. Where
there are more than 40 junctors in a group,
there will be a third subgroup. The first sub
group is always composed of those junctors
that will not need regrouping at any sub
sequent enlargement of the office. These
will consist of those junctors that run di
rectly from frame to frame without passing
through the JGF or those connected to
opposite sides of the same terminal strips in
the JGF as a result of the addition of frames.

When new frames are to be cut into serv
ice, changes must also be made in the
markers, since the distribution ofsecond and
third subgroup junctor'S will be changed.
Cut..over must be accomplished without
interfering with traffic, and this is done by
taking the markers out of service one at a
time just prior to cu(...Over, rearranging the
wiring that controls the testing of the second
and third subgroups, and then blocking the
marker so that it will test only the first sub_
group junctors. After the junctor redistri
bution is completed by transferring the cut
over plugs as previously explained, the
markers are returned to service arranged to
tcst all junctors in accordance with the new
distribution. There will thus be a brief period
when the markers test only first subgroup
junctors, but as these final steps of the
change may be made during a light-load
period, the handling of the traffic is not
appreciably affected.
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D -c t-:EY pulsing was developed some
years ago to permit certain operators,
such as those at toll and DSA posi_

tions, to transmit numbers to senders more
rapidly than is possible with a dial. When
this system is u,erl, the operator is equipped
wilh a ten-button key set, and she presses
olle burton for each digit successively. With
such key sets, the a\'erage speed of keying
by the operator is two digits per second,
which is abo\l! twice the average speed ob
rained with a dial, and this increase in speed
rCSlllt~ in a proportionately ~hortcr work
time. The first roll installatiull was in De
troit in '930, but since then the S\'stcm has
been extensivch- used in man"" offices
throughout the c~\lntry. .

Where this form of pulsing is used and how
the circuits are arranged has already' been
de.-.<:rilled.· In all applicationi'. it is neces-
sarr that the senders into which the pulses
are sent be in the same office a~ the ke" sets.
The .!oystem emplo~s d-c ~ignals to ground.
and the presence t)f cCllu!en,en-. repeaters.
d-c bridges, and repealing coil"" as well as
differences in ground potential, prevent its
u-.e directlY on toll lines and trunks. To o"er
come thes~ limitations, a rnuhi-frequcnc~'

'See page J.

,2

Multi-Frequency

Pulsing
B~' D. l_ ~100DY

Toll Sft:;ldinZ Enzinurinz

pulsing system was developed that sends out
a-e instead of d-c pulses. The pulses are sent
over the regular talking channels to senders
usually located in the dis ram office, and
since the frequencies emplo\'ed are in the
voice range, they are transmitted ai' readily
as speech. The senders to which thc pulses
are sent must, of course, be arranged to re
ceive this type of pulsing, and certain
senders for the crossbar local and toll 5\'S

rems arc so C<luipped. Existing local crossl;ar
offices may readil~' be et:luipped to receive
multi-frequency pulsing by adding the
proper type of senders whenever conditions
warrant the use of this S'·sem. The multi.
frequencr i'ystem does ~ot take care of
various sllpervisor~' signals, which must still
be transmitted br other methods.

With the multi-frequency pulsing srstem,
six frequencies spaced 200 cycles apart from
700 to '.700, inclusive, are employed. Two,
and only two, of these frequencies are used
for each pulse. and each such pulse repre
sents one digit. There are fifteen pairs of
frequencies possible from a group of six, and
ten of them are used for the digits from 0 to
9, inclusive, and one each for signals indi
cating the beginning and end of the pulsing.
The remaining three llOSi'ible pairs arc
;I\'ailablc to meet future rC<luirements. The
variou~ pairs of frcljuclKies employed arc
wired to the ke\' set so that, as each button is
ptessed, the p~oper pair of frequencies for
rhat digit is i'ent over the line.

The first multi-frequency ker pulsing sys
tem was inslalled at the toll board in Balti_
more to permit the toll operators to com
plete calls for the local crossbar offices with
Out the aid of another operator. or without
re<luiring senders in the toll office. The dc
vdupmcnr of the crossbar toll switching s~s

tern. however. and the more el:tcrl:;i"e use of
dial switching over toll lines that it presaged,
indicated a much wider scope for multi_
frequency pulsing in the future. and senders
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for the crossbar toll s\'stem were thus ar
ranged both to send a'nd receive this t~'pe
of signal. Such senders transmit muhi
frequency pulsing signals at the rate of
seven digits per second. and thus once a
number has been recorded in a sender. it
can be rapidl~' transmitted to other senders.
By installing multi-frequency pulsing e<luip
ment at the toll offices connected to Phila_
delphia by direct toll lines. therefore, an~' of
these offices can directly set lip connections
through the Philadelphia office. and as more
crossbar toll offices are installed in the
future. this will become a common method
of handling toll calls.

In Figure I. :1 manual No. I type toll
office equipped for multi-frequency pu Ising is
shown connected b\' a direct toll line to a
crossbar toll office. 'Vhen an outward oper
ator at the manual board, which might be
Balrimore. wishes to compldc a call in a
distant toll office, such as Philadelphia. she
plugs into the line with her TA LK key oper
ated. waits until her cord lamp lights, indi_
cating that a sender has been attached at
Philadelphia, and then presses the KI' (key
pulsing) button of the key set. Prior to this.
she has operated a "splitting" key to open
the circuit to her calling trunk. and the
operation of the 1(1' button operates a relay
that transfers her cord from her telephone
set to her key set, and also sends a pulse
consisting of frequencies of 1,100 and 1,700

cycles over the trunk to Philadelphia.
Receipt of this KI' signal al Philadelphia

prepares the equipment to receive the digits
that will folio...... and .....hen this btief opera-

tion is completed, a key pulsing lamp in
front of rhe operator lights 10 indicate that
she ma~' begin sending the digits of the
desired number, The operator nu..... transmits
the called number-pressing one button for
each digit. Following lhe last digit, she
presses the ST (stan) key to indicate she has
finished sending. Resides infurming the
sender at rhe ctos.sbar office that no more
signals are coming, operalion of the $T key

Fig. '2-Tu:o J(~'lfll mpply tirm;u (11'(

mounted on a Jingle pmul for 1II1tltifr(QI/(1uy
key pu!.sing

• ~. " .... r . 0

. ®®®®®
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SIIONAL SUPPLY..."
Fig. 4-Dislrilmlion arrangmttnl 10 switch.
boardvi tlu 11/ultijrtquenq key pI/Ising suppl)'

};SECOOD LINE

}T1'1IRD UN[.ETC.

.1.J ...:
••

1 FIR~I~~IC!RQIIT ClRCUn

SIc;.NAL $VPf'Ly..."
JI

I FIRS~TI~COH~ IClR<;\,IT CIRCUIT

that the connection has been established.
If the called line is bus,'. if the connection
cannot be completed bec"ause all paths to the
line are in use, if the operator presses tWo
keys simuhaneously, or if she presses the KI'

key twice, the cord lamp flashes, and the
operator must release the connection and
start making the call over again in accord
ance with her instmctions.

Besides the ten-button key set, two major
circuits are required for the multi-frequency
pulsing system: a multi-{requenc~' supply
circuit and a receiving circuit. The supply
circuit includes sill bridge-stabilized oscil
lators operating at the six frequencIes trom
700 to 1,700, inclusive. This type of oscil-

Iator, which was briefly described in an in
sert in the RECORD,· holds both the fre
quency and amplitude constant with changes
in load and supply voltage. This insures
that the pulses sent are not only at the
proper frequency, hut that the amplitude
ofeach frequency is approximately the same.

The primaries of twelve output trans
formers, one each for the KP and ST pulses
and one for each of the ten digits, are con
nected across the outputs of the various
pairs of oscillators. and the secondaries of
these transformers are connected to the
proper terminals of the key set. As each
button is pressed. therefore, the proper pair
of fre<luencies is sent over the line.

·J"nuMY. 19-40. H1IZJun pp. \"I "nd VII.

Fig. 3-SuPPIy bays Jar 1J/ll11ijrrqllmcy kry
pulsillg showing 1"/IIillal pUluhings al lOp

also disconnects the key set and KP lamp
from the cord, and reconnects the telephone
set to the circuit.

When the called subscriber answers, the
cord lamp goes out, indicating tothe operator
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Two of these supply circuits ate mounted
in a single bar as shown in Figure':!.. Near the
top of the bar ate six \tohmeter relays used
with the voluge alarm. Four supply circuits
are provided for each office, and thus nouble
on anyone of the circuits cannot affect more
than a quarter of the switchboard positions.
Trouble in the oscillators is very rare, how
ever, and when it does occur, the positions
affected are automatically transferred to the
other supply circuit on the same bay.

Distribution of the supply to the various
positions of a large switchboard is arranged
as shown in Figure .... Each position is sup
plied through individual resistances which
are of such a value that a shan circuit at any
one of the positions will nOt overload the
oscillator or affect the operation of the other
positions. To care for the occasional cross
which may occur on the leads between the

Fig. 6-/1 lIIullifn·qlll!1lcy key pulsing receiv
ing circuit

supply panel and the switchboard, a current
alarm circuit is provided. To facilitate clear
ing the trouble, terminal punchings and
straps are conveniently arranged at the tOP
of the supply bays by which individual lines
of switchboards can be readily isolated.
These are evident in Figure 3, which shows
a pair of supply bays complete.

For supplying senders or small switch
boards, individual sets of leads are run di
rectly from the supply panels to the senders
or switchboard positions, and the protective
resistors are placed at the supply panel.
Because nouble in the supply leads under
these conditions can affect only one sender
or position, no current alarms are required
in such installations.

The receiving circuit is shown in Figure 5·
Stripped to its essential elements, it in
cludes a repeating coil, a volume limiter, a
signal-present detector circuit, six channel
filters, six channel detectors with their
associated relays, and a gate-opener and
frequency-counting circuit.

The repeating coil reduces the effect of
longitudinal currents that might falsely
operate the circuit. The volume limiter is a
combination amplifier and limiter that main
tains the strength of the received signals
within narrow limits. From the limiter, the
signal divides twO ways: one delivering
energy to a detector used to indicate whether
or not a signal is present; the other to a
parallel arrangement of six band-pass filters,
each connected to the input of a vacuum
tube detector to operate the detector relays.
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The filters have p:lSS bands 3bout 100 cycles
wide centered 3t one of the six frequencies
of the supply l'ircuit, 3nd Slep Ul' the voltage
applied to the detecrors ahollf '10 dh.

Polarized relays are used tu transmit the
signals from the detectors to the sender. One
of the windings of each relay is connected
[0 the p!:tte circuit of its associated detector
tube, and current through this winding
normally holds ,he relar unoperated. When
a signal is received, the sign3l~present de
tector relay passes current through another
winding of the polarized relay that tends to
operate it, but that is incapable of doing so
with full current through the first winding.
Soon after the signal is received, however, a
negative bias has been established on the
grids of two detector tubes by the action of
the current through the bandpass filters, and
with the resulting reduction in plate current,
the relays associ3ted with these tubes at
once operate. Since each sign31 consists of
two frequencies, two of the channel relap
will operate on each pulse and pass indica
tions to the sender to opemte the proper
register rela }'S. The gate opener and fre
quency counting circuit completes the path
from the receiver to the sender for regis~

tering the digits.

This, in brief, is the oper3ting procedure of
the recei\'ers, but to imure satisfactorv
operation under all conditions, a number ~f
uther features are included. If the first pulse
received docs not consist of frequencies of
1,100 and I,joo c~'cles, indicating a KP

(gate-Opener) pulse, no connections are made
from the detector rela,·s 10 the sender, and
digits cannot be reg1;tered in the ~ender.
If the 1'1' signal is repeated, or if more than
tWO frequencies are received for any pulse, ap
propriate supervir>ory signals will be returned
to the calling operator so that she may pull
down the conneetion and set up the call
anew. To IIIsure that the sender will register
the digits even with the most rapid keying
by operators, the detector relays are locked
operated on each digit until the sender
equipment signals the receiver th3t it is
read}' for the next one.

aile of the receiving circuits is shown in
Figure 6. The six detector tubes are evident
near the center of the panel, while the twO
tubes for the volume limiter and one tube for
the signal-present circuit 3re above and to
the left of them. The six detector relays 3re
those marked A to F, inclusi\'e, along the
bottom row, \\ here are also other polar re
Ia)'s used in the circuit.

• •

TtSi utJor No. ~ su:iuhboartl positions
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Each switchooard position has three loops
over which the operator may receive calls
and establish connections, and calls are con
nected to these loops at the operator link
frames.· The term loop is used because the
circuit between the incoming toll line and the
switches is looped to the operator positions
as indicated in Figurt: I during part of the
time the operator is handling the call. :\fter
the desired connection has been established,
the operator's position is in most cases auto
matically released, with the result that the
incoming linc is connected to the switching
equipment without passing through the
No. -l crossbar toll board.

To illustrate the operation, consider a call
coming in over a manual toll line for comple
tion to a subscriber in a dial office in a town
reached over a dial toll line from Philadel
phia. When the call is connened to her posi.
tion, the operator is notified b~' lighted
lamps and by zip tone in her headset, and
acting on these cues she gets the connection
wanted from the originating operator. On
bulletins in front of the ;-"'0• ..j. operators are
the names of the frequently called cities,
together with the three-digit codes required

·See I':lges 19 and ~J.

••

W ITH the :-Jo. .j. totl
switching system,· re
centlr installed in Phila

delphia, all con;leclium. ;ITe madc;
by crossbar switches under [he con
trol of electrical pulses_ When the
incoming trunk is of the dial type,
from either an office in the Phil:)_
ddphia area or from a distant toll
office, these pulses are received
over the tnlnk from the originating
end. For such ca!ls, no operatorti
are involved at the crossbar office.
i\Iany toll Jines, however, are not
arranged for transmitting switch
ing pulses, and evell in the larger cities some
of the boards from which outgoing toll calls
ma~' be placed are of the manual type. It was
necessary. therefore, [Q provide also a manual
board (rom which the crossbar switches could
be controlled, and (or this purpose the No. -l
toll board was developed as part of the
crossbar toll s'·stem..'\s evident from the
illustr:nion at 'the: head of this article, the
No. -l board differs from the more usual type
in having neither cords and plub'S nor jacks;
unly keys and lamps req\lire the operator's
attention. Calls as they come in are con
nected to an operator's headset automati
cally, which she sets up by operating keys
in the two large groups in front of her.

To establish a connection through the roll
office, only three keys need be operated, and
these are in the three columns at the left of
the large bank. For through or outgoing calls
leaving over manual trunks, these art: the
onl~' keys that need be operated, but for calls
terminating in Philadelphia and for through
and outgoing calls leaving o\'er dial trunks,
the large bank of keys at the right is pro-
vided in addition for reaching the subscriber
at the terminating end.

·See page 7.

By A. G. lANG

SWi/fhil/! IJrot-lo/'nJt>l/

Manual Calls III

Crossbar Toll
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to reach a trunk. to them through the cross
bar toll system. The operator, after noting
the required code, operates keys in the first
three strips to select the proper trunk, and
then operates keys in, the large bank to select
the office and line at the distant end of the
trunk. She then presses a start button in the
extreme right-hand column.

Operation of the three code keys caused a
marker to be seized, which at once started
finding an idle trunk in the desired group, and
then establishing a connection to it through
the crossbar switches. As soon as the trunk is
found, it seizes an outgoing sender, which
will be used to transmit the required pulses
to the distant toll office. The marker releases
immediately after it has established a con
nection to the trunk. At this time the code
keys will also release. These operations will
usually be completed by the time the opera
tor has finished pressing the keys for the con
nection wanted at the distant end. When the
operator presses the start key, the sender as
sociated with her position starts transmitting
the number wanted to the outgoing sender,
and the loop and position, which up to this
time have acted as a unit, are both separated
electrically into two halves. The sender is as
sociated with the outgoing or front half of
the loop and proceeds to send out pulses to
the outgoing sender. The incoming or back
half of the loop, however, is disconnected
from the operator's headset so that another
call may be handled.

The next call will be connected to the
back half of one of the other loops. The
operator will receive signals and get the con_
nection desired as before, and will start
operating keys to set up the new code in the
crossbar toll office. In the meantime, the
sender has been transmitting pulses for the
preceding call, and, as the pulses for each
digit are sent, the key operated for that digit
is released. As soon as all have been sent, the
outgoing half of the position will be free to
accept the digits of a new call. Since less than
a second is ordinarily required to send the
pulses for the previous call, they will have
been sent before the operator has finished the
three-digit code for the next call.

This division of the loops and positions
into halves permits calls to be handled more
speedily by enabling the operator to receive
the number wanted for a call and to operate

the three code keys while awaiting the com_
pletion of the preceding call. Where the call
requires that only the three code keys be
operated, however, the division does not
come into play, and the position will auto
matically release as soon as the marker has
established the connection through the toll
office. Calls requiring a connection to a ring_

INCOMIN/O
TRVNK

------,
r'=--<t='-, ~~

MARKER

Fig. I-From the opera/or'; linkJrames, call;
are extended to the No. 4 switchboard over
"loop;," three oj which run to each position

down manual trunk are of this type, since for
such calls the originating operator gives the
order verbally to the distant operator after
the connection has been established.

Such, in brief, is the usual operating pro
cedure at the NO.4 toll board. There are a
number of other types of calls that the
operator must handle, however, and to per
mit her to perform her work effectively on all
types of calls and under all conditions, -the
board is provided with a number of keys and
lamps in addition to those already referred
to. These are shown on the plan of the key
shelf given in Figure :1.

Each of the three loops associated with the
position has a connect key and three lamps:
a guard lamp, a busy lamp, and a super
visory lamp. The colors of these lamps, blue,
green and red, are indicated on the drawing.
The connect key and the three lamps for
each loop are in Column 4 of Figure '1. The
busy lamp is lighted all the time a call is
associated with that particular loop. The
guard lamp flashes all the time the loop is
connected to the back half of the position,
and is extinguished after the splitting opera
tion. The supervisory lamp gives indication
of conditions on the outgoing trunk) such as
that a subscriber has answered or discon
nected. The connect keys are used with a
locked loop as described later.
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Th~ manual trunks over which the opera
tor ~ceives calls or to which sh~ may es
tablish connections are either of the riog
down or straightforward type. The former
will oot transmit switchhook signals, and
ringing must be applied to them to attract
the attention of the operator at the distant
end. Straightforward trunks, on the other
hand, will pass switchhook signals and auto
matically call in the distant operator. The
operating procedures for the two types of
trunks, therefore, differ somewhat, and
whether an incoming caU is over a ringdow'n
or straightforward trunk is indicated to the
operator by the tone she receives when her
headset is connected to the loop. For a ring
down trunk she receives a single zip tone,
while for a straightforward trunk she re
ceives a triple zip. This latter tone is also
heard by the originating operator, who at
once states the connection she wants. When
a NO.4 operator receives a single Zip' indicat
ing a ringdown trunk, she says' Philadel
phia," which is a request to the originating
operator to state the connection she wants.

The center pair of keys in Column 3 is for
recalling the operators on ringdown trunks.

The ItS key (ring back) signals the calling
operator, while the R.F key (ring forward)
signals the called end of the connection. In
this same column are two other pairs of keys.
Those of one pair, the DB (disconnect
back) and OF (disconnect forward) keys, are
used for disconnecting the connection in both
directions, or merely toward the forward
end. Those of the other pair, the LB (Jock
back) and LF (lock forward) keys, are for
locking out the calling or called end of the
connection and identifying them at the test
board when trouble is encountered on them
so that they will not be seized by the cross
bar equipment until the trouble has been
investigated and cleared.

When a call set up by the TO. 4 operator
finds all trunks in a toll line group busy, it is
connected to an overilow trunk, which re
turns a flashing signal. If the caning trunk is
of the straightforward type, the No. 4
operator is released, and the overflow signal
is received by the originating operator. When
the calling line is of the ringdown type,
however, the overilow flash is given by the
supervisory lamp at the NO.4 board, and an
overflow signal is also gi yen by a lighted
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Fig. '1-Plan oj key anti lamp equipment al a NO.4 pOJilion
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lamp, or, as a signal that the condition
must be reponed to the orib>1n:uing operator
by the ~o. ~ operator.

The five kc\s in Culumn ':!: arc rarch 'hcd.
The emergency release key, ER, releases the
position when it has been locked up by some
trouble such as a stuck sender. The monitor
key, M, permits the operator to listen, but
not to talk, on a loop to enable her to make
sure a cOl1l1ectiull has becn pruperly es
tablished. A(ter this key has been depressed,
the talk kcy, T, must be operated if it is de
sired to restore the talking condition on that
call. The .... and PH keys, standing (or "loop
lock" and "position hold," are used onl),
when conditions make it desirable to pre\'ent
the automatic release of the loop and position
that occurs under normal operating pro.
cedure. The 1.1. ker holds the loop and link
between the trunk and the position so that
supervisor)' signals rna}' be received. While
the loop is locked, the operator may dis
connect her headset from it so as to handle
other calls h)' operating PR, and may recon
nect her headset by operatmg the connect
key associ:ued with the loop. When the PH

key is uperated, the position and loop are
held only until the f'R key is orll~r:lted.

In Column I, the Rr lamp (recall forward)
lights when the outgoing or forward end sig
nals the No... operator, while the RB lamp
(recall back) lights when the originating end
recalls. The DA lamp (don't answer) lights
when a subscriber doesn't answer within 80

second" after the position has released. The
o\'erflow lamp, or, lights when all the tronks
in the called group are busy, as already
mentioned, or when all the o\'erflow trunks
are bus}'. The KP lamp (key pulsing) lights
after the three code keys have been operated
if the code registered indicates that further
keying is necessary. The emergency listening
kev, EL, which is seldom used, connects the
operator's headset to the loop when some
trouble condition prevents its normal con
nection, while theMB key (make busy) makes
the position busy. The Cit key, at the ex
ueme right of the key shelf, groups the posi
tion with an adjacent one to make more
loops available to each operator during light
load periods, and the calls-\\aiting lamp,
ew, which is located to the left of it, indio
cates that calls are coming in faster than
they are being answered.

For a large part of the calls that are
switched to a local office in Philadelphia or to
a distant toll office without encountering
busy groups or other delays, these lamps and
keys in the first three columns arc not used.
The}' are provided to permit the operator to
aet promptly and effectively on the smaller
percentage of calls that encounter bus~'

groups or that run into other difficulties of
one form or another. For most of the calls,
the operator is connected to the incoming
call automatically, presses ke~'s for the
proper connection and is automatically
released to be available for the next call.

I ••

/lssigmIlOl/ pa/rltillg jark alld landl'lII patch board
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Four-Wire Switching for Crossbar Toll
By L G. ABRAHAM

To// Tr4nsmiJJi~~ E"l;nuri",

Fig. I-A 'J.'2-lyp~ rep~aI", nnploying 1U70 hybrid cojl.s, as
SM'tlJn in 1M midd/~ diagram, may be likened 10 a rflj/road
lurn-Qul, shown in Ihe UpP" diagrflm. The low" diflgram
shows osrious la/It" and lis/en" echoes due 10 imptTjecl

balance tJJ Ihe hybrid coils

H'
'"

circuits continues to increase. Most of the
longer voice-frequency circuits are already
of the {our-wire type, and carrier cireuits
which are the equivalent of four-wire: cir
cuits-are steadily ~ing found economical
for shorter and shorter Jistances as various
improvements are incorporated in them. As
a result, practically all lines longer than
about fifty miles, at least along congested
routes. will be of the four_wire type in the

near future.
This use by the telephone in

dustry of four_wire circuits for
its longer toll lines. and two.
wire circuits for its shorter
Jines, including the lines direct
to subscriber premises. is simi
lar to railroad practice, which
employs double track for the
more heavily traveled routes,
and single track for the less im-

D portant branches. The parallel
is interesting in spite of the
fact that the reasons dictating
the needs of a double track are
not the same as those leading
to the use of four-wire tele
phone circuits.

With railroads, the diffi
culties with single track arise
from the necessity of permit
ting trains going in opposite
directions to pass each other.
Turn-outs are placed at inter
vals along the line, and by cor.
relating train schedules with
the spacing of these turn-outs.
a considerable amount of tWO
way traffic can be handled.
The heavier the traffic, how.
ever, the more numerous must
be the tum-ou[S. and the more
complicated the scheduling be
comes as traffic increases, a
point is ultimately reached

Wl;!IoTBOUND
AMfl'l.lFI£R

EASTllOUlo/D
AMPLIFIER

ECHO PATHS

> ''''HY8RI
COIL

r 1 III iI I

l~~ -~J N
TWO-WIR£ IN [

COO IQU...:r 1.1
me r.;;;' REP£AT£R e.. I .. 1 ,

)L ~J L~J
_En.." <ICOIL

CROSSBAR tollswitching, instaJled in
Philadelphia, ·was designed not only
to meet present conditions, but also

to conform to present trends in toll-system
practices. One of its novel features is the use
of four-wire switching, which is here em
ployed for the nrst time in the United States.
This feature is expected to prove more and
more advantageous as the use of four.wire

·See page 7.
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Fig. 2-With two-wire switching, a Jour-wire toll line must
be tranifornud to a two-wire circuit by a hybrid coil as indi

cated in the diagram above

phenomenon occurs, of course, with the
west-bound speech.

How opjectionable the echoes are depends
on their volume relative to that of the
speech, and on the time interval by which
they lag behind it. The volume of the echo,
with other factors fixed, depends on the

FOUR'WIRE
TOLL TRUNK

Fig. 3-WithJour-wire switching, no hybrid coil is required
at the end oj theJour-wire /ine

FOUR-WIRE
TOLL LINE

WEST-

when double track is much more economical.
Two-way telephone traffic, on the other

hand can readily pass over a two-wire line,
but unless the lines are shoTt, amplifiers
are required to make up for the losses suf
fered by the voice currents in passing over

half going to the west-bound amplifier,
where it is dissipated, and half to the east
bound amplifier, where it is amplified. The
amplified power then divides at the east
hybrid, with half of the power going to the
network and the other half to the line east.

Equal division between net-
work and line, however, occurs
only when the impedance of

-l- 1-, the network exactly equals

"'r~W~""t'jl~al<>~~~'~~~~~:-;:: that of the line. In practice, a"'"t:"" ~ perfect balance is never ob-
J -v tained, and as a result of ther I;:'" ...A

I "",,~l JACK: lack of balance, some of the
- I~ I east-bound speech passesL ."......I1Y8RIO COIL

.....__....,. across the east hybrid to the
'.-_~ ~ L_l_.,.._~ west-bound amplifier, as indi-
~ =s J _ cated by the lower diagram.

Here it will be amplified, and
will continue westward toward
the talker as a "talker" echo.
Because of unbalance at the
west hybrid, part of this speech

will pass across the west hybrid, will be am
plified by the east-bound amplifier, and
thence will continue over the line to the east
as a "listener" echo. This circulation around
the amplifying path may continue to form
additional talker and listener echoes, but in
a workable circuit the succeeding echoes rap
idly become weaker and weaker. A similar

them. Since amplifiers increase the ampli
tude of the speech in only one direction,
however, two of them are employed at each
amplifying point with devices at each side of
them, corresponding to the turn-out switches
of the railroads, to allow the output of each
amplifier to pass to the proper outgoing line
without permitting it to cross to the input
of the amplifier for the other
direction of transmission.
These devices are called hy
brid coils.

A repeater with its two hy_
brid sets is shown in the mid
dle diagram of Figure I, where
the resemblance of the hybrids
to railroad switches at the ends
of a turn-out, shown by the
upper sketch, is obvious. Here
the hybrid set is shown as
windings on two cores. This is
one of the forms commonly
employed, but other forms are
also extensively used. In the
boxes, marked N, are balancing networks,
which ideally should have the same im
pedances as the lines in the two directions.
Under such ideal conditions, speech power
in the two directions follows the paths of the
light lines and arrows. That from the west,
for example, divides at the west hybrid-
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P;r. 4-Whm two two-wire circu;/J are 10 De connected 6y
Jour-wire swilcMng, Ihe loss in lhe hybrid coil1 al Ihe end;

oj Ihe two-wire line; are made 10 cancel

loss across the hybrid coil where the echo
occurs, which in turn depends on the degree
to which the network balances the line.

In any normal circuit, echoes are never
allowed to assume objectionable proportions,
but the presence of possible echo paths
places restrictions on the gain that may be
used at the amplifiers, and is objectionable
because of these restrictions. In Figure 1,

for example, the amount of echo returning
to the west talker depends on the value of
the net loss from the talker to the repeater
and thence back to the talker plus the loss
across the hybrid coil at the east side of the
repeater. This total loss must be kept great
enough so that the «hoes are of unob
jectionable value. If the loss across the
hybrid is low, therefore, the net loss over the
two sides of the line must be greater. This
means that the gain supplied by the ampli
fiers must be kept below a value determined
by the loss in the section of the line to the
west of the repeater.

Whenever the networks are permanently
associated with their line, such as at re
peaters, they may be of the precision type,
and the balances will be very good. With
short lines, therefore, having onl)' one re~

peater, the echoes are not ordinarily ob
jectionable because both the volume of the
echo and the time interval will be small.
With long lines and several repeaters, on the
other hand, there are echoes from each re
peater, and for some of them the time inter
val may be relatively long. While each echo
may be no greater than with a single re
peater, the greater number of them, and the
longer time intervals involved, may make
them quite objectionable.

It is largely because of this multiply_
ing of echoes on two
wire lines that four_wire cir
cuits are preferred for the
longer lines. With four-wire
circuits, a separate pair of
wires carries the speech in
each direction, and each pair
of wires has its own one
way amplifiers. No hybrid
coils are required at the am_
plifiers, ·and thus echoes from
repeaters a,re avoided.

Since subscriber lines are
of the two-wire type, how_

ever, and since until comparatively re·
centJy most of the toU lines also were two.
wire, switching has been done on a two-wire
basis. At toll offices where the circuits are
switched, therefore, four-wire toll lines must
be reduced to two-wire circuits, as shown in
Figure 2. The balance in such situations is
not very good, however, because the two
wire lines that may be connected at the
right are of different impedances because of
varying lengths and types of circuit. It is
not practicable to change the network (or
each connection, and so a compromise net·
work is used. As a result. the balance is
poorer, and the loss across the hybrid is less.

By using four-wire switching, however,
there is no hybrid coil at the end of the four
wire line where an echo could occur. If the
line were to be switched to another four
wire line, there would be no hybrid coils at
all involved at the switching office. When it
is switched to a two.wire line, however,
hybrid coils must be used at the end of two.
wire circuits to provide a four_wire termina
tion as shown at the right of Figure 3. Since
the network under these conditions is per
manentJy associated with the line, however,
it may-except for very shott lines-be o(
the precision type, and thus the loss in the
echo path is high, and the conditions are
better than those shown in Figure 2.

With a poor balance at the hybrid of
Figure 2, because of the use of a compromise
network, the net loss of the four-wire circuit
to the switching point must thus be rela
tively high, and if the listener at the end of
the two-wire trunk switched to the four-wire
circuit at this point is to receive adequate
volume, the loss in the two.wire trunk must
be relatively low. With four-wire switching
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conditions shown in Figure 4, however,
speech coming in from the west divides at
the hybrid-half passing over each branch
and reaches the east hybrid. By properly
poling the eonnections at this hybrid, the
energy in the two halves may be made to
add in the east-bound line, and thus the
usual 3 db loss in each hybrid is cancelled.

When two high-loss two-wire circuits are
switched together. additional gain is re
quired. 1n this case, amplifiers may readily
be "switched in" between the four-wire
branches of the two hybrids.

Four-wire switching will be particularly
advantageous in large cities having two or
more separate toll offices. With two-wire
switching, the trunks interconnecting the
toll offices introduce additional net loss,
since gain cannot be added in the toll cir
cuits because of the poor balances at the
hybrid coils in each office. The arrangements
for two-wire and four-wire switching are in
dicated in Figure S. With four-wire switch
ing, no hybrids are involved at all, and thus
the loss betwetn tv,'O offices may be offset by
removing pads at the four-wire repeaters.

A further ilJlProvement from the use of
four-wire circuits is possible from a redue-

____-"~O"Nc.N,,'~C,,'~'NC:::.---- _.'~----OFFICE NO.1 .. .. TRUNK.... OFFICE NO.a ..

~1> ~oVo~ ~OlfO~ ~=

<tJ"3:J ~OVo~ ~OVo~c

FOUR-WIRE SWITCHING

Fig. s-Whn-~four-wir~ switching is uud in larg~ citin with two or mor~ toll offices, a tArough
IOlir-wir~ circuit is pOSJi!JI~ as sAown in Ih~ low" sktlch, and tAus tMr~ ar~ no hybrid coils
to (aust ecAon. Wi,h two_wir~ switching as shown in th~ upP" diagram, AOUl~", two Aybrid

(oils ar~ inDOltJ~d

as indicated in Figure 3, on the other hand,
the net loss of the four.wire circuit to the
switching point may be made relati~ly low
because of the good balance of the hybrid
coil of the two-wire line. As a result, the loss
in the two-wire trunk may be relatively high
and still allow ample volume of the speech
at the listener station. Since high-loss lines
may employ smaller conductors or fewer
repeaters, and in general be less expensive,
economies are secured by any arrangement
that permits a more extensive use of them.
Four-wire switching as adopted in the NO.4
toll switching system is thus advantageous
in permitting a more extensive use of high
loss, and thus less expensive, two-wire cir
cuits at the ends of toll connections.

With four-wire switching, all two-wire
lines must be equipped with hybrid coils.
This might seem to work a hardship on four
wire switching when two two-wire circuits
are to be switched together without re
peaters, as shown in Figure -4t since two
hybrid coils will ~ required at the switching
office, and a hybrid coil ordinarily introduces
a loss of 3 db because speech energy coming
up to it is divided into twO equal parts, only
one of which is ordinarily usable. With the
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tion in the number of echo suppressors re
quired in tandem. With four-wire circuits
and four-wire switching, only one echo sup
pressor would be required for anyone con
nection, while with two-wire switching they
mar be in the circuit between each tWO
switching poinrs. When only one echo sup
pressor is employed, "Iock-outs" and other
objectionable features associated with voice
operated devices are eliminated.

Taken all in all, the advantages of four
wire switching are considerable. Many
terminal repeaters may be eliminated, and
all that wilt be required in their place are a
few switched-in repeaters that will be used

for only a relatively few conneetions where
two high-loss circuits are connected to
gether. In addition, less expensive, high.loss
connecting lines may be employed because
available gain can be llSed, which is not
possible with the poor balances present with
two-wire switching. As the telephone plam
comes to be operated more completel)' on
the four_wire basis, there will be fewer
limitations on improvements in the use of
telephone conference circuits and on future
developments such as automatic alternate
routing of toll connections..'\t the same
time. the reduction in echoes will result in
better overall transmiSSIon.

- .

,l;J;gl/lIImJ tliJtr;lml;Oll fromr for croSJbar toll
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X.o:'\G with the rapid CQn,'ersion from
manual to dial switching (or local
calls, there is a growing [tend toward

dial switching for toll calls. The ultimate
goal is to permit the subscriber either [0 gi\'c
his roll calls to an operator who will complete
them witholl( the aid of operators at the in
termediate or terminating (IRices Of to dial hi,
own toll calls directly. Although the arrange
ments now under development arc intended
prilllaril~' to permit the necessary dialing to
be d(JIlc by an operator at the calling end, the
facilities and circuits will be SO planned that
direct dialing by the subscriber may be
readilr added to whatever extent future COIl

ditivlls should warrant. \Vith either operator
or subscriber dialing, the time re<luired to
complete long distance calls should be ,'ery
short-perhaps fl'"e second.. frum the time a
toll circuit is secured until the called tele
phone is rung. To realize such an ubjecti"e, a
general toll switching plan IllU"t be adopted,
and the direction of future development must
conform with it. Such a pl:!.n has been under
discussion for some time, and agreement has

66

Nation-Wide
Dialing

By F. F. SUJPI.Er
S:::itd.inl Enlinm'inl

been reached as to its broad
outlines, although con..ider
able work remains 10 be done
to develop instrumentalities
and to fill in the many details.

i\t present, most 'long-dis.
tance traffic is handled I", man·
ual switching ll1ethod~, that
is, an operator is required to
establish the connection at
each [011 office through which
the call must be switched. Be
fore the war, some progress
had been made in mech:lIli/ing
roll switching. Se,"eral toll
dialing networks of limited
scope had been established,
but except for the crossbar "f.
flce installed a few years ago in
Philadelphia, all of them are

of the step.by-step type, and toll dialing is
generall~' limited to direct and one ..witch
call... Plans are now under wa,' to insure that
the expansion of 1011 dialing w'ill be guided br
principle<; in harlllon~' with the ultimate
incorporation of all networks into an inte·
grated network of nation-wide scope.

In f( Irmulat ing a plan for naticllI-widc dial
ing, the /ir~t essential is that the digits Ilsed
b~' an 0pcratur tu reach a particular sub
scriber must be ditfcrcnt from those Ilsed to
reach all\' other subscriber in the countn",
As long ~s all switching was done manual1;',
possible oonAicts in numbering could be
avoided merely by seeing rhat no rwo sub
scribers served b,' the same office were as
signed the same 'number, and that no t\\'O
offices ill the same city or numbering area
were a........ign.x! the same name. -\iter cnn
"er<;ion 1IJ dial operation, hO.... cI'er, it he
CtJm~ nect....~ary in the larger citit.-s for the
subscriber to dial a portion of the office
name in addition to the numerical part of
the listed number, and this leads ro further
restrictions. l"nder manual operation, one
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office could be named Adams, and anOlher
Beacon, but a glance at the dial, Figure I,

will show that with dial operation, where the
first three letters uf the office name are
dialed, this is not possible because the digits
would be the same for both offices.

It will also be noticed that letters useful
for office names appear in only eight of the
holes on the dial. The "0" position was rc
sen'ed SO the subscriber could dial the oper
:uor for assistance with a single pull of the
dial, and the first position was avoided be
cause of the danger that a fumble of the
switchhook might produce a false pulse and
rc:~u1t ill a wwug nUIllUer. \Vith Old) eight
positions :1\'ailablc, the number uf useful
office names producing non_conflicting cudes
proved inadequate fur New York, and to ob
tain relief, numerals instead of letters were
assigned to the third position. When this is
done, it is possible to have ADams '2 and
BEacon.> or, for that matter, ADams '2 and
ADams J without conflict. For toll routing
purposes, it is proposed to set up numbering
areas on a similar basis but not to change
subscribers' directot\' numbers or their
method of dialing local calls.

l'nder this scheme, the theoretical number
of local offices that could be included in a
numbering area would be S x II x 10 -640
and, since the capacit}' of an office is 10,000

lines, the theoretical capacity of a number
ing area would be 6,400,cxx> sub~cribers.

Practicalt~" the capacit}' is far below this.

F~'(. I-Tht ultphonc dialluu Itlltr$ lIud ill
oJliu nnmu in only tight of 1M 1m jing" holo

Onh' about 500 office codes are us::ful for
office names, and ver\' few offices are filled
to 10,000 lines. t\lan~' offices are in small
towns that will ne\'er'ha\'e more than a few
hundred lines.

i\laking proper allowances for these fae.
tors, it has been estimated that between
fifty and seventy.flve numbering areas should
be adequate for the llnited States and
Canada with a telephone population tIlan~'

times the '26,000,000 of toda,·. How the
country might be di\'ided into s~lch number
ing areas is shown by Figure '2. Tile final
division will undoubtedly vary considerably
from this.

\\'ilh fewer than 100 numbering areas,
and with each area on a seven-digit basis, it
is ubvious thar by assigning a two-digir tolt
code to each numbering area, nine digits are
sufficient to gi\'c every subscriber a toll num
ber nut cunflicting with that uf an~' other
subscriber. For routing purposes, however,
it is desirable that a toll code should include
something to distinguish it frum a local wde
so that only seven digits may be used for
calls to points in the same numbering area
withOUt leading to confusion with codes for
distant numbering areas. It has already been
pointed Out that neither "I" nor "0" ap.
pears in the first twO places of a local office
code, and it is therefore feasible to let the
presence of either of these digits in the first
or second position indicate a toll call outside
the local numbering area. It is tentati,-elr
proposed to use a "I" in the second place as
the distinguishing mark of such a call. The
first three digits for a call to toll area "75"
would tllus be "715."

Exclusive of party letters, the number of
digits required as the basis of a nation-wide
dialing plan is thus ten. The full ten digits
will be used, however, only when the calt re·
cei\'ed at a toll office must be switched to a
distant numbering area. If the originating
operator is in the same numbering area as
the called point, or if she can plug into a
circuit that goes directly to a toll office in
the desired area, she will need to dial not
more than SC\'en digits.

To provide a code structure, howe\'er, is
onl~- the first step in working out the plan.
Some of the other difficulties involved mav
be illustrated by considering how a nlUlti'
switch toll call would be handlo::i if all toll
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Fig. 'l-Qne possible division oj the country into loll dialing areas

offices were equipped with step-by-step
switches. A step-by-step switch is driven
directly by dial pulses to a level correspond
ing to the number of pulses in the received
digit, and then hunts for an idle circuit on
that level. In step-by-step toll-dialing offices,
toll lines are reached from the "0" level, and
two more digits are required to complete the
selection of the coil circuit. Nearby tributary
offices are reached from the "I" level, and
two more digits arc also generally required
to reach them. Thus the toll code "053"
would drive one switch to the "0" level,
the next switch to the "5" level, and the
third switch to the "]" level, where a toll
line in the desired group would be found.
In the process of establishing the connec
tion through the office, however, these three
code digits have been expended, and no
record of them is kept to make it possible to
use them again for controlling succeeding
switches. When a call is dialed through a
number of step-by-step offices, therefore,
three digits have to be dialed for each office
passed through in addition to those that are
utilized in identifying the office and sub
scriber at the called end of the line.

This would result in a very long series of

digits if step~by-step switches were used in
the offices through which the call passes.
Suppose, for example, that a subscriber in
Portsmouth, N. B., were calling a subscriber
in Vinland, Kansas, and that the routing was
as shown in Figure 3, with step-by-step
switches in all the toll offices. The Ports
mouth operator would first have to find out
the code to be used at each switching point,
and then, selecting a tunk to Boston, would
have to dial 053 062 0']8 026 138 1'234. Not
only would there be the delays required in
finding out the proper code to dial at the
various offices, but the dialing of a sequence
of nineteen digits is very undesirable. This
is one of the reasons why with present prac
tice toll dialing is limited to direct and one
switch calls.

How the same call would be handled under
the proposed plan, with common control
equipment provided where it is needed, is
shown for an assumed routing in Figure 4.
The Portsmouth operator instead of being
required to find out the code to be used
at each switching point needs only the
code for Vinland, i.e., 316VI6. This code
would be the same no matter where the call
originated. She selects a trunk to Boston and
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keys 316VI6I:234 into a sender in Boston.
The sender gives the code 31 6 to the marker,
causing it to select a toll line to New York,
and then spills 'the complete number into a
sender in New York. This process is repeated
through New York and St. Louis to Kansas
City. The equipment at each switching point
knows that 3I6 is the code for eastern
Kansas, and selects the best route for get~

ting there.
When the translator in Kansas City re

ceives the 316 from the sender. it requires
further information to enable it to select the
proper route because it has direct circuits to
several points in that area. It, therefore,
asks the sender for the next three digits and
uses them to route the call [0 Lawrence, tell
ing the sender to drop the first three digits
and transmit the remaining digits forward.
The digits VI6 drive switches in Lawrence
to the selection of a Vinland trunk and the
1234 drive switches in Vinland to the sub
scriber's line. The symbol for step-by-step
equipment is used at Lawrence and Vinland
to indicate that senders are not required at
those places since the digits received there
do not have to be reused.
If the toll lines from New York to St. Louis

are all busy, the call is automatically routed

through Chicago, where it may be routed to
Kansas City directly or. if the Chicago
Kansas City toll lines are all busy, by way of
St. Louis. This is possible because, as al
ready pointed out, no matter where the code

'316VJ6 is received, it always means Vinland
in eastern Kansas, just as within the New
York local numbering area PE6 always
means the Pennsylvania 6 office no matter
which local office is the originating point.

Although in the example used the call was
handled by an operator, it will readily be
seen that the fundamental toll switching ar
rangements would be no different if the sub
scriber had dialed his own call into a sender
in Portsmouth. It is contemplated that fu
ture toll developments will follow a pattern
that will place no impediment in the way of
long-distance dialing by subscribers.

The essential feature of the toll switching
equipment that enables any place in the
country to be reached with no more than ten
digits is the ability to use a code for routing
purposes, and then to transmit the same code
forward to be used again as often as needed.
Another important feature is the ability to
choose one or more alternate routes auto
matically. Both of these features are charac_
teristic of common control switching equip_

PORTSlolOUTH BOSTON NEW ToRK Sf,LOUIS KANSAS CITY L""PENcE
O~ '" ~. ". ,,.

6° I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 •1.:.

V'HLAHO
,~.

Fig. 3-Routing and code; for a toll call from Portsmouth, N. H., to Vinland, Kansas, if
step-by-step switches were used at each switching point

PORTSlolOUT!'l NEW YORK ST.LOUIS KANS...S CITY L...WRENCE VINL ...NO

~ Jlevttll~34

IllI SENDER'I=:J1==1)

.....RKfR
TlUNSL,o,TOR

Fig. 4-Routing and codes for the call oj Fig. 3 as it might be handled under the propoud
nation-wide dialing plan
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ment but not of step-by-step equipment.
Successful or'crati"n of the plan thll<; re(!lIires
t11at common control ec:luipll1ent he provided
at many place... "here connections between
roll lines are m:Hle. To accolllplish this it
is estimated that not more than about one
hundred and fifty such installations would
be required.

Adoption of the proposed toll-~witching

plan will result in simplification of routing
in<;tructions for operator", a considerable
sa\-ing in operating labor, and an impnn'e
ment in ;,peed of sen·ice. The most notable
effect on speed of service will be a reduction
in the difference between the average in
ten'al now required for establishment of a
multi-switched connection and that for a
direct or single-switched conncClion.

-

Switching Inmlr. relay equipmem for crossbar loll
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